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The analogy is apt.
Just as our universe of information b gowing, so
is the need to find specific infomation within it.
Westlaw" is continually developing new techqology,
services and products to he$ you find that certain star
faster and more easily than you ever thought possible.
With advxices like westIaw.com~which gives yo1~the hilpower of the
Westlaw legal and business resezxh service oon the Web. Whefier you're at
the office, home or on the road, convenient access is at your fingertips.
Or with other exciting new se~icesthat let yo2 package ~e piwise

information you need by topic, practice area or jurisdiction. All impeccably
orgaqized and linked to related information,where West Group's trated
analysis puts it into co~text.
When your destinatiol: is legal or business information, tan to Westlaw.
With a vast universe of content to draw upon, traiibiazing technology to
deliver what you want, and 24-hour support from West Group Xeference
Attorneys, you'll spend less time hunting for information.
And more time putting it to work for yoi;.
To l e m more, req~esta FREE copy of the Westlaw Strategic Report ai
1-800-757-WEST
(1-800-757-9378),
ext. 65580.

Clark Boardmcn Cailoghan
Lawyers Cooperative Publishing

&Ir.croh.Whitney

O 1999 West Group a9922-4/2-99

j969633 The trademarks ahown whhm are v i e d under license.

WeitlowB. West Publkhing

,

1i Today, it no longer travels
It's

...and
dnmagic DBlYexr WarIss:
Conkriming ~ e your
r
information
needs
ncs the ather way

--

woune%!

Yoc: are y m r qanizaton's undispsTed information management exper?.Your infomation
is specitic to

ptir

icdsstry, m q ~ e
t o your

ccmpany - it's e*exive, ar:d stored in many
different forms. VVe h o w that. inmagic's been
leading the field -For airnos": 2C years; growing,
adqtii7.g to mee-: ycur chmgng needs.That's

it's up to you to

WEB Pubiishitsg with No

Programmiplg?
That's rrig5t::.N o CGI programming, N o PE2L
programming. impressed? There's more,
DE/Text Webpublisher is based on open standards, rms on ST servers,and works wlth any

stands* H T P server - making DBTText
WebPubkher a p ~ f e r r e dchoice among MIS
managers as weti, ItS never been simpler to
publish you- critid informatior. on +heWEB.

why we developed a state-of-the-art system
to abscrb

dai( of yosr inforn\Ao~, with

un~recedentedsped w d ease of dse. And

Trtist the # i provider of flexible, ready-to-

now, Inrnagc presents DBKext Webpublisher

use automation so utiors for specla! libraries

- 2 progrm ?hi -Lets you Instantly mount
your D%E-ex\Vori<s data.tases: on-iine cataiogs, research repcrts, and image archives, etc.
on your irtranet c r the internet

,

.

and corpora7e infor~ationcenters to heip
yoi: move yosr cornsany to the new WE8
environment. Let us shsw you how easiiy
DBPexiWor'k and D3Kext WebPublisher iet
you harness the coliective hswiedge withi?
your company and xaximize its power
by bringing it to every desktop enterprise, ,

wlae, or world-wide. Visit our website
(~\r\/v~.inmagic.com)
and view live on-lice
bibliographic databases, text a d Irnzge directories, research knowiedgebases and others
mounted wlth DEEeP: WebPubIishei:

800West Ckmmings Par'i
Wob~i-n,MA 0i 801
(781 ) 938-4442
FM
(78i ) 938-6393
Emai: sales@inmzgic.com

SIAk 90th Annwi Conference-Knowledge Leaders
for the New Miiiennium: Creators of the Information Future
Joinyour colleagues from all over the world in Minneapolis to learn, explore, dream
and plar, for a %&re that is yours to claim and shape: It's time to ?repare for SLA's
90th A n n d Conference! Get the latest information on educational programming, the
exhibit hall, area attractions, and more in this conference preview.

internet Power Searching: Finding Pearls in a Zillion Grains of Sand
Much time can be spent-and wasted-when searcxmg the web without knowing the
tricks of the trade. There is no doubt that technology has come a long way and
improvements are on the horizon. Nevertheless, a major challenge for information
professionals is knowing where and how to find what's needed. Amelia Kassel
shares some tips on how to become a successful searcher.

Giving Presentations with Pizazz
It has been said that public speaking is more stressful than moving across the
country, gettixg a divorce, or coping with the death of a loved one. Effective public
speaking is a developed talent that fakes practice, practice, and more practice. Mary
K. Dzurinko shows once this skill is learned, practiced, and polished, it becomes an
integral part of your managerial "bag of tricks."
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The
instrument will be sent to a random
sample of SLAis membership in April.
In order to provide compensation
information that truly reflects your
expertise, education, and experience,
we need afil
.
members who
get a 1999 SLA
Salary Survey
in the mail to
return it right
away
..

Are You Creatincj an 'Information FL~LUP'?
3

I'm willing to bet that you axe probably asking "How do I create an 'information future,' precisely?"
If you haven't thought about it before, you need to start. To create an information future is to design a
plan of attack for defining the nature and scope of your organization's information culture into the
twenty-fust century. We at SLA headquarters and you, as a member, know your value in shaping your
organization's information future. Knowledge-dependent organizations are also waking up and integrating their information professionals into their knowledge managemest programs. We, however, cannot wait and hope for that to happen. We must seize opportunities to mold what we can control immediately and strive to take responsibility for everything else over time. We must create our future.
As the purveyors of knowledge within our organizations, we must constantly assess our internal
and external environments to determine where opportunities, challenges, and downright threats to our
existence will originate. We a u s t strive to cooperate when possible, embrace change at every turn, and
initiate or take charge when the time is right. Being assertive and aggressive are no longer traits solely
characteristic of senior managers and executives. Our profession stands at a crossroads, where we
must choose either to cling to tke past or embrace the future, leading our organizations all the way,
With all of this in mind, I challenge you to take part in the most important event prior to our jump
into the new millennium. The SLA 90th Annual Conference, which takes place June 5-10, 1999, in the
M n Cities of Minnesota, promises to raise our collective expectations for the futtire of the profession.
The theme for this conference is '.Knowledge Leaders for the New Millennium: Creators of the Information Future." Does that phrase ring a bell? If not, start reading this column from the top!
Thousands of members of your profession will gather in Minneapolis from all over the world to
learn and explore, to challenge one another, and to dream and plan for a future that is now ours to create and claim. The Conference Program Committee and the 1999 Division Program Planners have
worked hard to p ~together
t
an axray of programs specifically designed help you expand and build your
personal and professional competencies. As knowledge leaders, we must call upon these s k i sets to
successfully manage change and bridge the gap between the vast information needs of our clients and
a universe of unlimited choices. We are the new knowledge leaders for the next millennium. Embrace
your new future by attending the SLA Annual Conference.
One of the many interesting reasons to be in Minneapolis will be tc witness the General Session,
headlined by Laurence Prusak. Pmsak is managing principal of the IBM Consulting Group, and is an
accomplished author and expert on knowledge management. You are certain to enjoy, and be challenged by, his revealing thoughts on this subject and our profession's ties to it. Look for an interview
with Prusak in the May issue of Information Outlook.
To celebrate this upcoming event, this issue of Information Outlook is appropriately deemed our
"pre-conference issue" because it is chock-full of information to assist you in planning your visit to
Minneapolis. You'B find a feature article that highlights major programs, speakers, and local attractions, as well as an interesting column on professional development opportunities at the 90th Annual
Conference. Read on, and prepare to make your way to the Land of 10,080 Lakes!
You will also find registration, programming, and exhibit information in the "Conferences and Meetings" section of the SLA web site, at www. sla.org/conflindex.html.If you have any questions, contact SLA staff by calling 1-202-234-4700. And don't forget to start plan~ingyour information future!

David R. Bender, Ph.D
Executive Director
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and Mazshaii Ejected
ro ML4 Board
Michael 7. Homaa was
elected to serve as Medical Library Association (MLA) pesident-elect for the year 1999/
2000. tfoman is the director of
libraries for the Mayo Binic in
Rochester, MN. He currentiy
serves as the editor of the Butletin ofthe Medical Librau Assoabtlon. He has chaired r:umerow MLA committees including fie Scholarship Committee, the Section ComcE Advisory Committee, the In;tormation Systems Task Force, and

the Pharmacy and Drug Inforxation Sectio~.Homan is ar,
active member of the PAinnesotz Chapter and the Pharnaceutical and Biomedical 6r Life Sciences Divisions. Joanne G.
Marshall was eiected t9 serve
or, MLXs nominating committee. She is a member of the
North Carolina and Toronto
Chapters, as we2 as the Business Q Finacce, Biomedicaj Q
Life Sciences, and Pharmaceutical Divisions.

associate. Prior to this new 20sition, she sexed as an assistant librarian at GSD5rM Advertisilzg, Arrstin. Tx. 'Jailiere is a

mez3er sf the Texas Chapter.
as weE as tke Business & F nance and Advertising Q MXketkg Divisions.

,,c..,rere Joii.;s A/-lPk

I,&,!!;

Joanna Kershner Va'lliere
recently joined the American
Hospifd Association (AX4)
Chicago, IL, as an information

America's #'I Purchasing Directory for
Library and information Professionals Is
New on the Web... 3,000+ Publishers
and Venders in Hundreds of Categories.

if you're aomcng the 5C,C00 lirrarians

who already rely on The iibrarim's
Yejlow Pages, of if you just wont 70 i o w k
more of the pubficaticns, prodticis cnd
services yo^ need faster i h ~ YOU
? C G ~
say "hypeliink", :h~nbe sure ttc visit us
at: ~vta~.Librari~nsYe!Io~~iP~ges~corn
receive c free copy of The Lb?aria?'s
Yellow Pages, or for kdver3sing
infornation, $ease cd;, fox or sn?r;!i.

'-9

-

THE LIBRARIAN'S YELLOW- PAGES

2089 Boslor, Post Rd. * Lzchmont, NY 10538 (914) 834-7070
$300) 235-9723 Fax: (914) 833-3053
Email: in~c@lij;ariansYell~~Page~.~om
www.lij;ariansYeiiowPages.ccm
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We've made research

the most up-to-date and well-respected
electronic journals available. And its flexible
search options make locating information
a snap.

arnetimes it can take hours for
researchers to find just the right piece
of infermation when they have to look
through a wide range of electronic journals.
That's why we created EBSCO Online".

S

One system.

EBSCO Online, the powerful electronic
journals service fro= EBSCO Subscription
Serviczs, lets users access the full text of

One URL.
One way t o solve research problems.

EBSCO Online. Became searching for infomution
shouldn't be like looking fur a well, you know.

...

.

(205) 991-6600
Fax (205) 995-1636
http://www.ebsco.com
P.O. Box 1943 = Birmingham, AL 35201-1943

mwnu.inf~~rma~ior~ouHooh.com

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES
A part of the EBSCO

Informat~onSerum% group
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Direct.
5 i introduces full text
access to 600 top journals.
lust click on Engineering
)ired in Ei Village.

\low you can go straight to
Re source for facts you need.
:lectronicalIy. That's because Ei
u s added Engineering Direct
.o its cyberspace community,
Yngineering Information XliageT"

Full text

Tngineering Direct allol~syou
:iectronfc access to 60.3 key
{lsevier technology journals cited
n Ei G~iqYXKkxWeb.Which
nakes it the most direct route to
nformation you need. Our
:ombination of Elsevier journals!
internet fax access to other fuli
text articIes, and free electronic
w r n a l s a11 add up to unmatched
electronic access to over 3 miliion
articles in engineering.
Ei Village gives you mom
Of course, you aiso get all the
productivity-enhancing content
and community benefits of Ei
Village-the value added to
22,000 relevant Web sites,
technicai catalogs with imbedded
links, R W databases, and more.
Fly free for 30 days
For information or, Engineering
Direct plus free travel in Ei Vil1age
visit http://wivw.ei.org. Or contact
Ei for the name of your Locai
representative, at ei@ei.org,
fax 201-216-8532, tei 261-216-8506
oc in Nortk! America, 800-221-2044.

Ei Village
Engineering Information inc.
information.
We've got it covered,

'a"'A*

,
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5 390, $03 Grant

The Counc2 on Library and
Ldorma.Cion Resowces (CUR)
recently rxeived a 5300,009 grant
horn the W % m and Flora
Hewlett Foundation. The grant
was awarded in response to a
proposal from CLB that outlied
its project initiatives in four program areas: Preservation and Access! DigW Libraries, Economics
of Wonmticn, and Leadershi?.
,fi

kd.,x-i.. l.,r<?Xes

-

The Philadelphia Area Consortium of Special Coliections
Libraries (PACSCL) recently
announced :he creatioc of the
FACSCL Online Union Catalog
that will ailow single search
access to records from nine of
its members' libraries. The
$320,000 Pew Grant from the
Pew Charitable Tnust will allow

:

scholars to the public, the ability to survey the rich resources
available in Philadelphia's special collection libraries.

Books and Periodicals ONLINE
is the most comprehensive

C k a i ' i ~ ~h: 0 ~ ~Df e2 S m
: Oii M~P$JE.I
.

-

.

-

:
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a worldwide audience from

.

-

.
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The Medical Li'orary Association (!VILA) has launched its
new Educational Clearinghouse
on MLANET. The clearinghouse
will benefit course developers,
instructors, and participants by
providig a Isting of courses
approved for MLA continuing
education (CE) contact hours.
The clearinghouse also provides
CE event organizers with iastructor information, approval
expiration dates, participant
levels, and course prerequisites,
allowing users to search for
courses by subject, instructor,
chapter region, course date,
course title, course number, experience level: area of knowledge, or by other key words.

:
:
1

.............

Visit us at www.periodicais.net
m . e . . . o . e * ~ * ~ o ~ e ~

:

:

for the Consultations Services .
Committee
of the SLA Board of
.
.
Jagiee i_. Surer
1 Directors in 1996. The Wew J a d e L. Suter died January York City Board of Education
29, 1990, in Venice, K. Orighal- . presented her witk the Partner
Iy Aom CIarksbwg, WV, Suter re- : in Education Award for develceived her Bacf;,e1orJsdegaee in . oping a "Best in Class" Junior :
business education in 1968 from Achievement Center of more
FairmorE State University in Con- - than 250 youths in New York .
necticdt. 31 19'71, Suter served . City. She was very active in the
as a personriel m a g e r for the associatioc, and held memberlaw firm of 'VVilIkie, Farr Q Gal- . ships in eleven chapters and
lagher, and as ax sEce manager three divisions.
for Investors (herseas Services
(10s) arid kaerican ~ x p o aIS- : hI~ivj9Scilkm
:
brandtsen Industries. In 1974, .
Marvin scillren died on Feb
she was employed in human re- . mary 2, 1999, in Xew York, NY"
source nkanagemerit at the na- : He was the creator, editor, md
tiond headquarters of the J.C. publisher of U"N"AY*A*S*H*E*D
Penney C:ompy, Prisr to her 3- . Libranan, a quzrterly library
ness, she was president of Suter publication in circulation shce Associates, m kternztional ex- . 1971. Sciien graduated from the
ecutive s,earch h,specializing : Bronx High School of Science in
in the infomation industry. Suter New York City. and the Universi- .
served as Nationd Chairperson . ty of Colorado-Bouider. He re- 1
.

'

,

'

newspapers, periodicals, newsletters and
reference works available online ...

ceived his M.L.S. from the Pratt
Institute School. of Information
and Library Science in Brooklyn,
hnl. He served as the director of
the Orange, Nj, Public Library for
t h t y years. He also served on
the Council of the American Libraq Association for five terms.
In 1966, Scilken informed the

: US.
.

:
.
'

-

:

Senate Subcommittee on
Anti-Ikust and Monopoly about
alleged price-king of library
books, which resulted in nurnerous lawsuits, recovering millions
of doUars for libraries. Sciien
was a %ember of the New York
Chapter and the Science & Technology Division.

.

'

mark recognition from the U.S.
Patent and Bademark Office.

/nf~li;vafim
6 ~ & 4 ~ 0 :k ~
r
,ci~@qtion

r&rflws tu;opean
T?i3 &mark

infei-nationaihlembersl

Infomzanbn Outlook, the .
monthly magazine of the Speciai
Libraries Association, recently .
received trademark recognition .
from the European Ofice of Harmonization. ItzJomarion Outlook
previously received trademark
status from the U.S. and Canada. SLA's logo also received trade-

It is now easy to access
SLA's Fax-on-Demand system!
To get a list of documents, call
1-415-278-3910. The system
allows callers to request membership information, order
f~rms,bibliographies, professional development registration
forms, and more.

~ ~ ~ . i ~ f ~ ~ ~ a f i ~ ~ l ~ ~ t l ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~

:
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Develop Your Profession& and Perscnai
The ProfessionaI Development department has a topnotch program in place for the 1999 Arnual Conference
in Minneapolis. We'n be prodding ycm with a wealth of
continuous education programs and career services designed to neet your speciEc needs. Here's what you can
look forward to in We!

&oqeiqa,ni. q 'L;-,&og
r <,,
(
;
,

(CEi
"roeyaps
,
3

011Jane 5, 6, acd 50, you can attend full-day or hdf-

three-day program uniqueiy ssuited for those information
professionals moving into executive fmctions withir:
their organization.
. .
tnipioy:~efitciearinanogse
-,
C

.

'Pfie SLA Errnployrrnent Ciearinghouse, spo~soredby
TeleseciCU~dSTAFF,is a yearly resrrme refem; s e ~ i c e
designed to help information professionals increase L~ek
awareness of avzC2abIe positions. For empIoyers, the
Clearinghouse is an easy and effective xetkod o l bringing job openings to tile attenticn of more than 4,000 specia! librarians and icformatim proRssionds. The dearinghouse is a vaiuaXe sewice for rzU. information professioniiis and engloyers; whether you are able to attend
the conference or E D ~ I A carpiration of job openings m d
resumes are for sale after &e conference to eqk?yers
and those seeking a new job.

day CE comes. These intensive training programs are
designed for information professionals seekkg to build
their skilis at all places in their careers. Presented by
SLA headquarters, Lle courses at the convention cer,ter,
are sponsored by LEXIS-NEXS and the hands-on, offsite courses are sponsored by West Group. Some of the
new comes to be debuted: include Kwwledge Maneement: Cases, Complexities and Conpetmcies; Second
Netadata: A WorkGeneration I n m e t Dmel~prne~c
/'& '~,-,p\/ L
@p/j--h
, .LL
shop; Cr~achga Knowledge IAapf~rYour Organization; ,caree?r\"LAi?.,~.J,
Are you a recent library sckcoI graduate who is binand Puttlizg the fitmet to Z5rk in Your Li8rqv. In addition, Lle divisions are offering a variety of courses in sure of your h a r e in the fieid? Are you interested in expioring new job opportrrnities sr in c3anghg yom career
their specialty areas.
course? 7% ProRssiond Development Cepartrne~tis of, l i & , ~ q e m e fno:qpe:er?c;es
~
inslitkre
k r h g a Career Advisory Serdce on Ssnday, June 6
For infomaiion professionals entering management through VJednesday, june 9. This program is sponsored
positions or seeking to improve 5kir management ski& 5y C. Berger Q Co. Eperienced SLA members wZ sewe
%A '
v
d
offer two units of the Management Cornpeten- as counsdors to hdp shape your careez %is confident%
des Institute (formedy the Middle Management Institute) service is by appointment sn$ if you have an hour to
on June 5-6. Bhancial Concepts and Strate~esteaches spare at the conferenze, we we Iookig for career a&&
managers of libraries and information centers how to an- sors to paicipzte in this re'vmding experience. Please
aiyze and use 3nagcial information in order to de?end the ccntact the Professiond Eeveiqment department at Ivalue of information services and participzte effectively in 202-234-41063, ex:. 667, for more infom:ation.
the decision-making process. T?rough problem soiving
exercises, group discussion, and interactive Ie~cture,Ck Cay?: '#orkjhe;.ps
Don't miss y 3 x chance a partkipate in free jcbManqement Ski33 unit wiil teach yor; a group of key
management skills that provide a fomdation for success. search workshops thzt v d l help you make the m s t of
t3e 1999 Anni~alConference. These workshops are sponBotk of these units x e s p o ~ s ~ r by
e d West Group.
sored by Advanced Icfoma',ion Management md cover
i(nsckfi~/edge
Execi_ltive institute
topics such as understanding job options, preparing for
t~day's
job market: and presenting oneself to prospective
If you're 2 senior-ievel information professional
mznzging a large budget and staffr join ymx colleagues err,gloyers. AH workshops are ccnveniently located next
and an &star faculty from June 3-5 to build Cie execu- to the EmpIoyxent CIea&-gho:ase.
Detailed information on ail of these programs is
Fgr more injbmation, tive skilis you need to implement a knowledge-based
initiative. Sponsored by f i e Dialog Corporation and available on the in the new interactive Annu~lConfercontuc!
TeITech Resource Network Corporation, Cle Knowledge ence section of the SLA web site at ktp:lPwvvv.s!a.org/
@!ene Tqlor
8
(vnlerie@da,org). Executive Institute is a highly intenshe, interactive, confi99conf.

ere the race is won

1LT Document Solutions' helps you win with document delivery that's swift, srnootil and dependable.
P:d away from the pack with quick, convenien~ordering and delix~eryoptions, giving you easy
access to ail the publicly available documents you need. Reliable customer support speeds dong
your criticd research documents with strict adherence to copyright laws.
IS1 Document Solution &so features uniform processing fees, volume drscounts and specially
aegotiated royalty rates. Getting you across the finish line with time and budget to spare.
So rely on ISI Document Solution to deliver the documents that are most importan: ro your research,
and we'll meet you in the winner's circle.
Contact IS1 Document Solatioe at:

Phone:

Fax:
W&:

1-800-336-4474, optian 5
215-386-0100, option 1, ext. 4900
215-222-0840 or 21 5-386-4343

www.isinet.com/prodsegv/ids/idsfm.html

E-mail: ids@isinet.com
Mail:
IS1 Document Solution
P.O. Bax 7649
Philadelphia, PA 19104-3389
U.S.A.

Instigute for Scientific Information"
Publisher of Current Coaterztsmand Science Citation Indexs
United States

Europe * jqx.

Singapore

Latin America

www.isinet.com

uwm.infurmationo~tIaotr.e~m
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Corms After Knowledge Manaaement?
j .
,3,,io,e
Computers, Smart Roc,ms, 5nd Virtual H u m a n

lXihat

v- ,
;

The 1999 SLA annual conference celebrates our roie as
knowledge leaders, skilled in the "creation, organization,
dissemination, and management of knowledge" (http:/J
www.sla.org/conf/99conf/preview.html).I'm looking forward to it. I've been the Knowledge Base project manager
at the Human Interface Technology Lab (HIT Lab) at the
University of Washiigton for almost six years. The conference theme validates the knowledge management role that
I've been exploring in the vimal reality (VR) ammunity.
For information professionals, knowledge management
emerges as a promising career trend. Skilled at identifying,
dassifyng, and organizing knowledge, we are well suited
to the new knowledge jobs (Davenportand Prusak, 1998).
We've made the leap into the arena of knowledge management. Now what? People, documents, experiences, and
narratives transmit knowledge. The way we manage and
structure knowledge transfer evolves proportionately with
chmges ir, our relationship to technology and information.
Right now, the interface is moving from the personal computer on your desktop to a wearable amputer-picture
glasses that augment the red world with your wof~.Interfaces are being developed that will compliment your work
style. The information is changing too. Real-time video and
audio will enhance multimedia information (see Bloomberg
New Media at http:llwww.bloomberg.com/pro&actsl
prod4.html). Knowledge management software meas more
than simply organizing corporate knowledge. ,4pplications
now generate information landscapes, visuakations that
allow the us to interpret trends in large datasets. For example, take a look at Carha (hnp:llwww.cartia.com) or Perspecta, Inc. (http://www.perspecta.com/).
This technology push will create new roles for the information professional. To predict these new roles, we
need to take a look at the interface, the information, and
our new digital identity,

jgferfzce Del/-@o;ir;qeflt
The user interface of the future promises to be ubiquitous. transparent, collaborative, and networlred (Emerson, 1998). There is a strong trend in developing natural
user interfaces that fit the human's tasks, personality,
and lifestyle. As technology steers us in the direction of

omnipresent access to hformation, the information professional's role takes the same turn-serving nomadic
end users accustomed to information any time, anywhere
(National Research Council, 1997).
Wherever the user is, the computer will be there tooembedded in smart rooms (Pentland, 1996) or worn as
clothing (Post and Orth, 1997). Wearable computers and
global wireless networks make rapid information retrieval
and processing available in the workplace, generating
significant changes in manufacturing, medicine, and
training (Jackson and Pciinsky, 1998). Imagine computers responding to natural human input like speech, facial
expression, and gesture. In the virtual library, we will be
talking to clients through the computer interface.

f E?G~T!~~cE
X i ~ 0 i ~of!
3i
The World Wide Web transforms our libraries into
networked information centers. Wifi improvements in
the information infrastructure, scientists and engineers
have begun to exchange mformation in the form of images, audio-video files, and visualizations (Dertouzos,
1997). Sandia Labs is developing a classification based
on human perception method (VERI. Visual-Empirical Region of Influence),providing the opportunity to cross-analyze patterns of multiple datasets. Tie method provides
visualization in multiple dimensions (Osbourn, 1997).
We're tasked to store, archive, and retrieve this media. In
my HIT Lab library, we are building archives of sound,
haptics (touch), motion capture, and VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) files. Designing the database and
developing the search engines come next,
Technologies such as v'ktual reality allow the user to
build information landscapes in the three dimensional (3D) computer graphics environments. Librarians will become virtual architects acd guides in information cities.
These 3-D information spaces are being defined by architecmral metaphors. For example, KIT Media Lab researchers have built a C2& ofNe#s, a "dynamically growing urban bndscape of information" (Sparacino, et. al,
1997).
@News is sn interactive web browser that
immerses the user in a three-dimensional spatial layout.
csnfr~?urr:,
next page

by Toni Emerson. Emerson is the Knowleke Base pro~ectmanager at the UniversiQ @ Washiwon. She may be
Ruth Arnold, Ph.D. (mth@sla.orgJ
reached at temerson@hitl.washington.edu. For more i ~ o m a h ' o contact
n
urrnur.informalianrrut~uoia.cum
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The future wiE dso ? i d us zra%ng 3-D visualizations to analyze informtion retrieval At Lie HIT Lab, we are using SPIKE
(Spatial Paradigm for Icfcrmation Rezrievai and ExpkmEkn, see:
h~p:/!mu~~media.pn~.gov:2.38O/~howmse!pa~i:eI'~ei~~~?it~contecti
ie.node) developed by BatteIk's Pacific Northwest Nation& Laboratory. We are producing visuaIizztions of kE-text sezrches tc identi6 technology trends.
We're not only analyzing the visualization, but &so s e a r c h g
databases in 3-D information spaces. Visud Informtioc Retrievd
Interfaces (Piirner, 1995) (Korfhage, 1997) provide t3e user with
searchmultiple refereme points in high dimensional spxe. Ex~e;r'L
?enCand. A.
ers will becone infomation navigators in a 3-9 sext& kterface.

(1996). "Smart Rooms." Sc~enl$~c
Arnerkm. p&e]
~w~~.sciam.co~I/0496iss~e/O496pent~and~11tm!.

;>@;$$
. .A,-.
< I'Y i>
Vmal h u ~ a n zs e graphid repsentations of peopIe that aUow a
? Y & I ~ , odke envkorment
user to exbody themselves as warns i
or 2.s agents, intelligent repres&nT&cns that zs& the user, For ern:ple, the MediSirn projedl (Chi, et d.,1397) util'ies a simiazd a s u d ty (intelligent agent) with ap~ropriatekjz&s and physioI@cd behavior responses for medic trahing. LL this siwdation, the nxhee's
virtual self (avat~$l e z ~ how
s tc respond m battlefield emerge~des.
The d i r m r of the
Lab once rold x e fiat he'd '& to progym
my personaliw
mbjea expertise
a knowiedge robot. At tI-at
&.e, he called mch a prqpm, a "kowbct". pste The Coprafimfor
NaOonal Research Infoha$& (CTdRI) has de-\idoped ;KxowbotO %Mware which is a system Lkr executes m h a e rsgrans acting as mobile agents for distrib~tedsystem s ~ c ka tile Internet, sarcf.&:g for

http://
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Blease take t3e ',into
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turc
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u
1999 Salary Surveys. Your par...:.:.:.:.:.:.;.c.
..........................
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........ ..p:+.
,...
is vital t3 the Research C m ~ " , $ ; g j . . , s,:.tidpatio:,an
"ittee's compihtion of an accurate rescCCSf,:+g&~~~
port. ?or past ~ z l w
~ u r v e y s see
, http:/!
:
.::.:...Y<
:
,,
.vvwv.sla.org/research/~aIsur98.I;t&.

"BOOKS IN PRINT helps me serve patrons better?
n, patrons ask librarians about a book they don't know much about.
OOKS IN PRINTON DISC, you can locate virtually any title.. .even if

aeon knows only a word from the title, the subject, the illustrator,
tiny fragment of information.
patron comes to you with the question "Are there any books
omized bibliography in a few minutes.
when a patron asks you what a book is abo3tt,you can refer to
N PRINT'S200,000 descriptive annotations or the 330,OOOfull-text

..."BOOKS
., INPRINTmakes my job easier."
i

PRINTON DISC helps you speed through ve*rifica~onprocesses
you quick access to ISBNs, exact titles, prices, authors,
information, distributor and publisher addresses and phone
D m policies, and much more.
Y@$;zan also automatically print POs, cataloging records and electronic
or&#S without retyping. Plus, BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC simplifies your
&%rd-keeping by letting you download information directly into your word
..&kocessin& programs.
*jJ
&><&
:!:><.;
,::.~~3,,,~;~~fion,
....
.. =. ?-......,......,....., .
you can save ordering data in a format 225 vendors will
jmt Baker & Taylor. h d fo*hcoming etles are flagged to help
you locate the new titles that are right for your collection!

$~.;@&wg'@~~

%
.. . .*

--

R.R. B O W R

mmur.infnrmatio~loohhc~rn

That's why we're making BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISCand BOOKS IN PRINT WITH
BOOKREVIEWS ON DISCavailable with a 30-day money-back guarantee!
To find out more, check out our website (www.info8bowker.com). Or to order,
call now. Be sure to ask about our budget-friendly update plans!

.
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he theme of the 1999 Minneapolis
Annual Conference both anticipates and
celebrates the information professional's
new role as leader of the information
future. The SLA membership has and
always will be information professionals, committed to providing excellence in information
delivery and retrieval. As members of knowledge
teams-and now leaders of knowledge capital, the
membership possesses the skills, the expertise, the creativity, and the s a w y to assume true leadership roles
in the creation, organization, dissemination, and management of knowledge.

Susan Klopper, Chair
Peter Sidney, Deputy

G. Lynn Tinsley
Donna Scheeder
juanita Richardson

Come! Join your colleagues from all over the world in
Minneapolis to learn, explore, dream, and plan for a fiiture that is now yours to claim and to shape. The city of
Minneapolis is embodied by the image of a river. The
river is fluid, always changing, driving the need to connect its twin cities. As knowledge leaders, the profession
must manage the ebb and flow of constant change and
bridge the gap between the vast information needs of
the clients and a universe of unlimited choices.
Attend the 1999 Minneapolis Annual Conference and
celebrate. You are the new knowledge leaders for the
next millennium. Join with others to embrace your new
future! Read and see what's in store...
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As Fisowiedge leaders for the twentyfmt century, members of §LA are challenged on a daily basis tc expand and build
their competencies-both on a professional
lev4 and a personal ievel. %A is dedicated
to assist you in this endeavor. The competencies of special librarians for the twentyf ~ s cenhiry
t
have their roots in the past,
but they reach far into tile ?amre. The o m petendes f o m the basis for the codnued
suNivd and growth of special librarianshi~
in the inrinrormationage. Special Iibrzians
recognize the expanding name of the chalIenges that face them and the range of coapetencies that are required. The challenges
represented by these competencies must be
seized and acted upon today k? order to ensure that special librarias Rave a viable tamorrow. To help guride you tfrrou@ the
many offerings at the 1939 Mnneapolis
Annual Conference, and to help you expand
upon your competencies, the 1999 Minneapolis Conference P r o g m Cormittee and
the 1999 Division Progra Plmners have
developed four general tracks that you may
want ta consider when deielopkg your
conference activities:

%

Leadenhip - W%aWF arc

Evoiving Woks - Wkwe $1: 1:e g m g

*
a

Q

@

netbods, and approaches from the
experts
Investigate the new technologies i~ the
500-plus booC? exhiiilt ha2
KeDNork with f?mse who share y o u interests and concerns. as weil as with
those fiom Me:eent discipE~esvibo
s h e VWinformation with you
Gain insi@ts into trends and chages
Build your professiond axqetencies
by artending sessjons, wfisshops, facus grwap meetkgs, and. contiming education classes
Netzmk!!!

To expand upon your conference experiertce, plan to participte in one of the zany
special events plaraed:

Prssids$'s Raesptiog
Sunday, June 6
8:60 p.m. 9:80 p m
Looking out the
on Minnesota
%ohSLA ?residerit L. Susan "SUP Hayes

-

at S M s fifth z m u d President's Reception.
t&e piace at t2Tindows oa ?PADie event
nemta, lamed on the fiftieth floor of the IDS
Tower. wwfich provides a sp&curIz view of
Nlimeapolis - St. ?a;dand makes it fie perf& backdrop for C?e mrference. Dcn't T&S
C<s oppofi~42iV& network wfth peas. Check
yow p o g m ?or fuzzher ipSomatioc.

Chsiog Gala

-

Bm:ithw's 'ho%? YIR

I:US~

?b
de:%

Tow is the h e .to begin plamiag your
conference activities 3y reviewing the m a y
offerings developed by the SLA division
planners. Browse ti~roughyour copy of the
Prelminqy ConJi=~mceDogain by using
the appropriate logos signipig the track of
your choice. Each track has been developed
to build on your cornpetencies-fion proRssional to personal. ( S p e d note: the
1999 Pre/iminm-y Conference Dogam was
mailed to the full membership &aing the
m n t h of March. Also, check silt the STA
web page at wviw.sla.org for a fuKy interac~ i v program
e
database.)

Wednesday, june 9
3:OQp.m. i[O:QO p.m.
Swing Time at the Internationa! Market
Square
A soaring five-story &i:m with brick
w a s , balconies, a grand piam, md stm-

-

n h g $ass W ~ I ~make
S , up this vmderfd
veme for the i999 Closing Gala. %e latest
iz swing music-the hottest: sound around
these days-wili play throughout the
evening for those who w ~ tot dmce the
night away. Don't forget to order your tickets early!

%s GsrgaA Scssioa
Wenday, ]dune 7
9:OQcm, 1&15 a.m.

-

krry Prusak, executive director of the Institute for Knowledge Managernelat, BBM
E x p a ~ d i ~P ist m Special
~o~pe$sgcias-f;6~d$cqs
fa W f t ~ ~ d : . A respected IeaCer or, mzagement conLearn more about ianovative ideas, suiting issues, Lary P r ~ s a kWZ address

Special Libraries
Association
www.sla.org

Major partner of the 90th Annual Conference of SLA including:
*Sponsor of the keynote address at the Annual Conference
ent Competencies l nstitute
technology Continuing Education courses

Few Corporatrons have demonstrated the :evei of zappart
. ,
io
which We:it Grotrp has committed itself, and its preferire at

the conference iviii be unprec~dented,srkmwied&ig the
importance of Sift and menbtn to tha O f e d o y m i of
informatian resources.
%
, . ,

mmwx

tutuur.rnformarionorrtlooh.com
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for powerful access to scientific/technica information
Quality information - databases, functionality, and performance

* Currency through daily updating of CAS@databases
-Ease-of-use with sophisticated search and retrieval tools
Expert assistance provided by staff scientists around the world
-Chemical substances (19 million - all searchable)
Easy connections to full text documents

Predictable pricing - and options based on user preferences
For your scientificltechnical Mormation

- You Can Count On Us!

Call STN International
In USA
Phone: 800-755-4227, E-mail: help@cas.org:
URL: www.cas.org/stn.html
In Europe
Phone: (1-49) 72471808-555, E-mail: hlpdeskk@fiz-karlsruhe.de,
URL: ivww.iiz-karlsruhe.de

In Japan
Phone: (1-81)
3-5214-8013, E-mail: helpdeskQmr.jst.go.jp,
URL: www.jst.go.jp/JICSTl

the convention attendees on Monday h r - :
h g the General Session. Foflowing the gre- sentation, W s a k wiiI pakipate h a straz- .
egy s h w i session.
Prusak has been widely published and
recent$ co-authored two books wXn Tho- :
x a s if. Davenport, a professor and director of the Information Management Program at .
University of Texas, and a respected leader :
on management consulting issues. B e %st .
book, I?jfiornatiols Ecology, c&:s a new ap- :
proach to the management of informlion .
in organizations based on dynamic and hcman-based prhciples. The second, Working :
Knowle&e, is the first full scale treatment .
of knowledge in organizations from an ex- .
emtive perspective. Both books wen published in 1997.
cst Topic Sarisr

Be@ning with the 1999 Minneapolis
hr;ud Conference, SLA headquarters wiil
csnduc', a series of conference-wide programs C~ataddress issues m d concerns of
major importance to the information profcssion. Topics covered LT these sessions will
be current issues not addressed by division
progarming. Check out tne §LA web page
at m s l a . o r g at a later date for a list of %
tles for the new Hot Topic Series.

.

-

:

June 3-5 wili be 5?e k@Jy acclaimed
Knowledge Executive Instiwe for senior-level informaticn professionals who
are movizg into knowledge executive
roles. If you're not quite at a senior-leveI
yet but have tne geed for mazagement education, don't miss one of two units of the
NIanagennent Competencies Institute,
dkznagemenc SWa'irtc or fikalscdaI Concepts
and SO-ateg'es. Ccnference attendees a n
develop a varietyr of pfessiond and personal competencies through the Casrathuom Education Coaarses sponsored by SLA
headquaflers focusing oc topics such as
knowledge management, intranets, copyright, eraking, and metadata. Divisions
will also sponsor CE courses ic their subf e b area spedakfes.
For those members wko a n just cut of
library school or those contempiating a areer change, the Career Advisory Service
fs available free of chzrge. Experienced ShSn
=embers -will serve as counselors to he$
shzpe your mreer. This confidecW senice
4s by appoinznent on@ Qr zaybe you have
already decided on what new direction your
weer is going and a n nady for the next
step-3 new position. Dcn't d s s the §LA
Employment C8eariagbosase: a yearly resume referral service desigred to help information professbnals kcrease C~eirzwanness of avagabie positions. In addition, severa1 free Job Search Wrkshops are schede s o s t of your
uled a izelrs ycu to ~ a l l the

Also new for the 1999 fiinneapolis contad the ProfessionaI DeveIopme~tdeAnnual Conference, SLA will forge a clos- partment at 1-202-234-4790, ext. 679, or
er working aEiance with a number sf oar send e-mziI to profdev@sk.org.
exhibitors by asking them fo silbrnit possible
progm~picsforpresentation.~~esepro-Der)'tHiqisrtb~.Excitir)gfxbibitMali
g m s wdI introduce the new Strategic TechOver 300 m~pazzesrepresenting more
noiogy- Miance Series. §LA WEbe working 21~1 536 bootis v d be showcased at the
with our exhibitors to offer sttiqg-edge pro- 9Cth hwual CorJerence in Y&zrlepoiis!
gramm'hg on topics of S~tureimporttnce to Wit??a large variety af vendors rangkg from
the irfomation professional Check out the iong-time sup::orters such as West Group,
SM web page at wxAa.org at a later date LEE3 NEXS, Dischsun, Cow jones, Dun t
3
for a amplete lis:hg of programs.
Bradstreet, UMJ, Gale Gray a d Inmagic, B
relative ce-wcomers su& as
USA, 3M,
Waiter DeGmykx, ad Rmd, the 1999 efibit
Y$ih&~i.Adv8~&;7ge
05:
Prn.Fcssia& Dswlop~egtCnurxes
show wiii have sosethhf: for everyone. Join
There's somerhing for everyone at the S&is Resider:: Suzi Hayes, Executive Czec
Professional Development progam in Min- Br David R. Bez:der, and S3verPlamr for the
neapolis whether you are just entering the Ribbon O ~ t t h gCeremony that w% open the
Eeld or you've been an information profes- cxhkit hall on Sunday, June 6. Entertainment
sional for years. Prior to the conference on 'vv% be provided. Remexber to stop by tke

exhibit hall at the end of the day for a Welcome !Cocktd Reception with light snacks
and cocktails, Schedule time to participate in
the first a n n d Strategic Technology Aliiance
Series. Vendors will be providing educational
courses that wil! demonstrate their expertise
in the special librarian profession. Check your
prograzi for dates and times!
F%s!evae)t[fubiicetiogs,
Vlder&yss, agd Audiotapes

.

(1997 Annual Conference). The conference
papers for the 1999 Minneapolis Annual
Conference will be available June 1999.
Interested in purchasing audiotapes
of SLA's anncal conferences? Visit
www.sla.org/conf/tapes.html for more information. Each year at the SLA annual
conference, SL,A records a number of the
programslsessiom presented. These recordings are then made available to the full SLA
membership, either onsite at the annual
conference or immediately after. This taping
program is managed by National Audio
Video, Inc. Most sessions are captured on
one audiocassette tape priced at $12.00. For
a full listing of tapes available from past
SLA annual conferences, please contact:
National Audio Video, Inc., 4465 Washington Street, Denver, Colorado 80216; tel: 1303-292-2952; e- ail: NAV4465@aol.com.

.
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The theme of this year's Minneapolis
Annual Ccaference is "Knowledge Leaders
for the Nev~Yiillennium: Creators of the Information Fume." Visit SLA's Virtual
Bookstore at .t.sIapublishig.org to
find timely publications such as Knowledge
and 47ecial Libraries, Knowle&e Management: A flew Competihive Asset, and videos such as "Getting Out of the Box: The
Knowledge Management Opportunity." You
can also purchase past annual conference
publications such as Leadership, Pe@mance, Excellence: Information Professionak in the riri?~er'sSeat (1998 Annual Conference:!; and Irffomation Profession& af
the Cross~'oa&: Change as Opportwrity
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Minneapolis has come a long way since
1867 when it was incorporated as a city.
Minneapolis has grown from a thriving
milliig district to a business and healthcare
district with big-city appeal and small-town

.
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-
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charm. In 1889, the Mayo Clinic was founded in nearby Rochester, Ivlinnesota, and
then in 1954 open-heart surgery was pioneered at the University of Minnesota.
Many Fortune 500 companies have their
headquarters in Minneapolis including:
Dayton Hudson Corporation, General Mills,
Honeywell, and Minnesota Mining Gr Manufacturing (3M). ,Minneapolis was named as
the best large city in the Midwest to live in
by Monq magazine in 1998. It is home to
more than thirty theaters, second only to
New York City in the number of theater
seats per capita and amount spent on theater tickets. The Walker Art Center, cited by
Newweek magazine as the third most visited museum in the country in 1994, is one
of 130 diverse art galleries. Minnesota is
largely known for its great natural attractions-scenic and prolific fishing lakes,
clear rivers, and expansive forests of pine
and birch. There are plenty of outdoor recreational activities to enjoy as there are
twenty-two lakes within the Minneapolis
city limits. Since Minneapolis is centrally located in the Midwest, it can be reached by
air from most major U.S. cities in 2.5 hours.

i
Creators ofthe lnfotmatii Wwe
KnoMe-weK*tww~thnium

The Cutting Edge Partnership Between
the lperial libraries Association
and kEXl$@-NEXt

s8

LFXIS-NEXIS is pleased to announce our Cutting Edge E'amership with the Special Libraries Association at its 90th
Annual Conference. As part of this partnership program, LEXIS-NEXIS is sponsoring the following during the
conference:
* Continuous Education Courses at the Convention Center
D i e i o n and Chapter Officers' Leadership Training
* SLA Board of Directors Meeting
SLA LeadersEip Forum
As tile Cutting Edge Partriership sponsor, we at LEXIS-NEXIS believe that the Special Libraries Association's 90th Annual
Conference will truly be a catalyst for creating the information future.
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Special Librarieshsociation

LEXlS a ~ NMIS
d are regxtered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties lnc., used under license. The INFORHATION ARRAY logo is a trademati of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used
under license. O 1999 LEXIS-NMIS, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. Ail rights reserved.
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M8jor A t t m t i m p
!es Greater Wio~e8psiis

Feaixdng ri&s en ste&q Ioccmotives,
as weE as other modes af tmsportation, this museum also proiides I-iistcwicaI nsources about the various m a n s
of transport k Minnesota's past.
Mississippi MiIe. In this scenic historic
district, yorr mr: visit the jmes J, HZ
HOES&,tbe Midwest's largest mansion
<?at contains m n y a&azs m d insights into MLmesoWs history
Minnesota Zephyr. Board this eIeantly
decorated diking ::ah for zr trip througk
the scenic St, Crok Valley and i~enture
back i ~ t cthe 1940s. ~ n j o ya ?ourm m e , white ?hen dinner.
Padelford Packet Bezt Cezpxy river
boat :ides. Take a leisurely cmise an
the Mississippi River, where you will be
treated to a narrated histowid account
of Minneapolis' early dzys as a miiling
tam: wPJe vie-wkg histskd sites
such as St. Arlthony Fails and Kistoric
Stone Arch Br33e.
The Minnesota ZooIogicai Gardens of
Apple Vdey, where m r e t h a 450 species of mammais, birsis, fish.,,reptiles,
and amphibians fraz aromd the wodd
are dispiayed ia nabrai habitats oa six
tkmed trails
The Foshay Tower. Get a bird's eye
view 2cm downtown's only o~tdoor
obserdation deck
WicoEet MallIIIa newly renovated and
iandsqed thorougizfzre k e d with
cIotf?_iqgshops, department s t ~ r e brids~
a1 bbotiqms, bookstores, an6 othe:
speciality stores-+ window-shoppers
dream: C u h g the summr months:
Niconet M d o f k s shoppers a specid
treat-the Farmerl-:~
Pdarket on II:.ursdays brings a ddightfd coIiection of
fbv\rer§, hi',s; and vegetables picked
fresh from <?e gardens!
Md. of Amerim-t5e nation's largest
iladoor shopphg and enteF&ment
com$ex Eea?;rres forrr major depaKaent
stsres and 4M speciality stares, ?our&en movie theaters, and dozens of resWdrants. A short drive from d ~ ~ ? ~ t o v m
MMinmeapoIis. Shoppers can also mjoy
no sdes $n
on clothLrlgi

Though you'il be busy armding conkrence progams, make r h e k your schedule
to visit some aE Minneapols' major attrac- tions. Winneapolis offers it aE-art m s e urns, theaters, shopping, river cmises, hist o r i d sites, ztrologicai and botanicid g - .
dens, amusement pafb, and scientific dismery. klere's a sample:
Henneph Avenue theater district, .
whit;? inciudes the Hiskxic Orpheum, St& Zkaterst and Hey City %ezter.
Azend a Broadv~ay touring performance before t3e show even hits New .
Yark City!
Guthrie Yheztre is knowr, for its for .
hi@-quality perfarminces <hat piease dl audiences with mixes of classic and
contemporary plzys.
The historic Wzehouse District in .
downtawn Minneapolis is home ti?
more thm a third of 5le city's 630-pbds
IT gieries. Attend 3 "gilery crawI" e
and view the works of I o d and nation- d &ists for sde. Search for antiques and fhe
hang out at a coffee shop,
or browse though boutiques eszb- iished irn beautL%fiy renovated buildings that recd Mimeapoiis' early Irrmbering and milling days.
The Waliier Art Center, a m e fmd for :
modern art fans. T+e Walker also span- sors music, dance, film,and edcaiiond activities,
cemr is w&hg distance :
from the P,uiimeapols Convention Center. ~l/liraeapolis Institute of Fur features .
more G1m 75,000 traditional works %om .
the herisas, E-oope, Asia, P&ca, and
Oceznja spa&.g the bra& of h e .
* Minneapolis Salpture Ga-rden, a. sprawling collection of f i e modera .
sculptue and neatly t r i e d greenery. :
The Spoonbridge and Ch.erxy Fountain - a
pmctt:-rates the sculpture garden snd .
dicits smiles and appreciatioa.
Sdence iv'useum of Minnesota. Enter a :vo%l of scientific discovery at tbis museum which offers exckig hands-or, exhibits in anthropologjr,biology, geog- .
raphys paleontology, and technology
The 3Nl Vraiam L. IulcKnight Omnitheater treats audiences to the bigscreen : &ttk@ Amogd M"gi~szpoiis
Take the Riwdity T d q ka a Spin!
learning experience of a lifetixe.
'Jisitors can e q b r e bog? the old and 2ie
~ i z e s o i 2anspoFatio~
a
Museum, Inc. 0
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Now the information you're looking for
is looking for you.
Introducing M i t e 2, for Business and Information Professionals
Suddenly, things are looking up when it comes to
heiping b:~sinessprofessionals find the answers
they need. Because with InSite 2: the answers
come looking for them. Its user-friendly
ALERTS are inciuded in the budget-friendly
<rc.e Bat;-fee pricing. In an exciting departure
b-G,LC
-: database presentation, we've organized
contea: arcund popular busioess issues: companies,
indusxries: and people. This solutions approach
A

deiivers timely, relevant infornation in easy-to-use
reports. Insire 2 for Business Prcfessionals is an
effective tool everybody can use righr now. Which
frees you to spend more cine on sophisticated
research. And if you subscribe to InSite 2 !or
information Professicnais, you'li have just the
tool for that. We've put a solution in yoilr hands - and
the rest of your company as well. Try out InSite 2
today, czll 1-800-419-0313 ext. 2030

of the foilowing organizations. Call them downtown Clanks a the extensive skyway
to receive iaforxation and make ycur res- system. The rust of its kind in any major city
eniatiocs. Destinations Marke'Ling Group, Li the world, &Lneapolis' skyway system is
1-612-473-933'1; Metro Transit. 1-612- a cetwork of more B m five d e s of secondnew of downtown Mirfleapolls via the River- 349-7400; Minneapolis Rivercity Trolley, I - story. dima~e-ccntrolietipedestrim passageCity 2oEey system, which transports riders 512-204-0000; or ShnEk Concepts, 1-612- 1~237sconnectiig ?&-or:e city blocks.
from the city's origkai cobblestoned Mzim 644-8033 or 1-800-823-044'1.
Street to the center of the bustling downCar rental x ~ taxi
d service are handy op- Wsr$ to #go% Mars?
town disMb. A Beet of trolieys foiiows a tions in Minneapolis. Ti?e major car rentai
The Preiiminqy Cage,rcnce Frog~am
one-hour loop featiiring t5e St. k ~ t h o n y ampanies have convenient pick-up and m s mailed to the fuli membership in
F&s Historic Distrfct aqd t k ,Mississispi drop-off points at the zimort and dovm- Xaxh. The progax is a h avaiiabie on
M e , the Warehouse District, the Mkneapo- town. More & a 8% "&%s serve the Twic SLKs web site a: ww~.sla.org,ConferencIis Cowention Center, and Cle Nicollet Ma3 Cities metropolitan area. A $3.03 +&
fare es and T&eetings. Check it out and get all
shopping and dicing district. Dcrhg the w
ill get you from piace to place within ',i?e details on what we have plamed for
journey, coshmed conductors enteain and &v~ntcwn Minnmpoiis, v~hichmeans easy you thas year at the annual conference!
inform passengers with aecdotes and facts access to a large number of destinations.
Make your pians now-Register! Your par,.,,pation
;
at fhe 1999 Minceapoiis Conferabo~xtMinneapolis' history and attractions.
For more than tiiirty yeas, Zslinneapolis' +
Phanaged by Cx Greater Minneaporis Con- residents and visitcirs dike have enjoyed ence is beneficial to yon, yonr profession,
g
vention Q Wsitors Association (GMCVA), the zoubbie-free waMhg arnozg vzious points a d your association.
Mineapolis XiverCity 2oEeys E n every
3venty minutes from mid-May throug!! XoTEHE f$9 Europsas Og)i%pgd'sCorgti~ergtdTmgdsport Igiti&ius
venber, Hours are 1G:OC a.m. - 4 0 8 p.m.
Besides launching the Euro, Exrope's s i d e mrrency, the " e w o p e ~Union is emMonday-Friday, and i0:@0a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
barking on other strategies @ rocket that mntinent into the twenty-&st cenmry One
weekends and holidays. e t c h tize trolleys at
of these 1s TEXT, the Tram-Europearr Wetworks-2msport pkc. Azde~sjessen, Enr
t Center, or
St. laI-:Clony Main, the 3&&er A
ergy, Environment, and Transport bunsekor at the EU's Enropean Commission DeleCk Minneapolis Convention Center; or at any
gation in vashmgtcn 'vv% discuss TENT at a program jointly spmctred by Lee Sdd
of the stops along the route SdentiEed by colScience sad Transportarion Divisions ac SWs &nu& Conference. lessen will provide
orful tmolIey ~ i , ~Fares
s . :age from $5.00 m overview of TEXT, emphasizing documenztion. He 7 N i L r be joined by Sirpa Haapa$8.0C. For additional Lrikrmation;
the
maki, ~ibrariar,for the Finnish National Road Administration. Hapamski v& ad2o%y hotline ZC 1-512-204-0038.
dress TENT from the perspective of an EU n~ember-state.
TEhT is or& one aspect of the broader 3ans-European Netv~orics(ENS) b i w
Bus Routes
print. TENS encompasses expansion, integmtion, and sstreuJining sf @anspC,&omIntercity buses are routed from dI over
munications, and energy distribution infrasmmres md nem-o&, V&2e the 1892
t??e cocntry through the convenient depots
Maastricht 2eaty on Suropean Union mandated such development for memberin downtown PSiinneapolis and St, Pad.
states. TENS is aore. Tilese continentai initiztives are siated to proceed throughout
close to hotels, reszuraats, sheppi~g,acd
the EU, with pardel underttkings extendkg to Europari Free Trade h s S o c i & ? ~
bushess centers. Lomi bus sesvke is Pro(EFTA) ccunMes that a.re part of the European Econonic .ha (EEA-Now-ay, Icevided by the MePo Pansit and subuflac
land. and Ilechtens~sin-and to Central and Eastern Europe. f i e ultimate goal is to
5%lines. Downtown Minneapoiis has a
increase Enrope's global competitiveness by stirndating economic growth zn6 cmt25q bus zone (5C$ during msh hours) oping mfions of new jobs across the huge single market.
erating on 51e NicoEet Mail, the main artery
Mtll resped to transport specifidy, E a o p m indrustry requkes efficient nemorks
connecting the con%ercial sections &tf 51e
consWG
in order bog? to keep n o w costs and ta provide good servke, TEXT a i m 12
ci$ Keep it sixpk by $king the bus to eat,
t~igk-speedrail systems, new highways, in%-operable networks for kJmd watershop, and sightsee!
ways, h~er-mod$ system for freight traffic, inteiligent tramport syslem (ITS), and
improved faci'iities for & ilianspcrt modes 7q-jthe year 2010. R e remit wi3 be faster,
Transportation from the Mimneapolis/St,
safer, and more environmentaily compatible @a& tci iink the more remote regions of
RUBinternationas Airport
the continen1with C h e more centrd. Fourteen projects are mde~day9
Minneapolis is one sf a few cities in 51e
Join both Jessen and Haapamaki on Wednesday, June g9,from i:CO p.m.- 2 1 5
country with an internationid airport just
p.m. Mark your calendars!
twenty micntes from downtown. Minneapolis/St. Pad International is Weive miles
from downtown, and was rated as one of
Eve satest in Lie worid by an icternationai
association of pilot unions.
Shuttle services are avaiiaSie frorr, ali
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of database producers on the web found remkanle p;ogress3. Of fifty-four leading databases from Czirty-eight database producers,
thirty-five searchable databases were either
on the web or had been announced. Added to
these, Eew enQepreneuriaI publishers, also
called niche r&t research boutiques, entered the market. Titis incredible growtl; has
made .;he kitemet the major research to01 of
the latr twentieth century-although not
without some serious shortcomings. Unfortunately, much time
be spent-and wasted-w!ien seixching without knowing the
tricks of the trade. EWhermoxe, the search
engines are constantly changing, growing,
and improving in their quality and capabilities for lmtiqg zeeded information. As a resuk, lbrary an6 information professionals
must learn new skills =d incorporate them
into then daily activities. There is no doubt
that the tecl.~~oIogv
has come a long way but
st3 has a long way tc go and improvements
are or, the horkon. Xevertheless, a major
challe~ge for infor,mtion professionals is
knowing how !Lo fmd what's needed.

:

:
:

sured the size of the Internet and reported
320 million pages at that time4.This figure
has grown to rnere than 380 million plus
hundreds if databases ir, recent months.
Nevertheless, one of C7.e search engines,
HotBol:, has estimated that only 200 million
pages are searchable within their system.
These numSers, dong with other information about search enghe coverage indicate
that a large proportion cf the web is lot
reachable at ail through s m c h engines. According to D a n y Sullivan (http:/1
searchengiaewatch.com), there are both
technicai and. ph.ysisal reasons that search
engine coverage is incomplete. Some of the
reasons are:
- ,
information retrieva1 technology may
not cecessar$ require exact matches
and returns pages with related words.
8
Documents that don't exist anymore are
rec~med.
Documents are changed after an index
picks it u p
6
Mcw search engines cannot index
fraxes or image maps.
Search engines do not index sites that
deliver infermation from complex

:

Although 6ozens of search engines now exist, the focus here is on those that are big.
One of the major search engines is AltaVista
(http:l/wur~.altavista.corn).It began operation in 1995 and is one of the largest. It re: mained unchallenged until September 1997
when Hotbot ~ttp:ll~~7lr~hotbot.com)
began
to compete and surpassed it in terms of number of pages indexed at &at Pie. Other
search engines of note are Excite (http:il
www.excite.com) and Northern Light (http:/1
www.northernlight.com). In fact, early this
year, Greg R. Notess (ht~p:/lwww.notess.comf
: search) suggested that Noahem Light now
ranks first, fogowed by AItaVista and HotBot.
databases, for example, such sites as . Another very well known and useful site is
Amazon.com (hnp:l/'~ww~amazon.com), Yahoo, (htCp:llwtw.yahoo.w7m), the oldest
an online bookstore, or Mediahder.com . web directoy with some 750,000 sites. It is
(htLp://www.~.ediafinder.com),a data- : based on user submissions and staff selecbase of magazines, newsletters, journals, tions. AlI sf the search engines mentioned
. here, plus Yahoo, have expanded and imnewsletters, and maiI order catalogs.
* Sites that require passwords are not proved whereas others have tapered off in
size or completely disappeared. Some key feareturned.
Sites that use a robots.txt frle to keep : tures of the largest search engines follow.
files and!or directories off limits preAltaVista Ikttp://wwui,trk~avista~co'n~~
vent search engine results.
Since so many web sites can not be rn One of the most powerful and popular
search engines.
reached, it is important for researchers to
amass knowledge about a range of resources .
Good fcr specific searches.
Offers an advlinced query feature with
useful fcr uncovering information not found :
more search options.
by search engines: as well as to learn how to .
se search engines f ~arrange of requests. I
Allows for a natwal language query.
r Provides a translator between English
and h e languages that is useful but
The new Internet economy has brought
has been criticized as not "too good".
a b o ~ the
t development of competing search Offers Boolean and proximity searching.
engine companies, each with its own propri- .
Includes field searching.
et;uy sofhvare. Sites are collected and updat- . rn Flaws in Lie retrievai algorithm have
ed differently, Mcer a search is conducted,
been found in the past.
AItaVista is not as user-friendly as
one search engine provides exactly what's reHotbot: but once mastered is the favorquired within tiie first ten hits whereas an- .
ite for many.
other is useless. Frequently, there is tremen- .
dous overlap, aX7oudl no two search en- :
gines are exzctly alike. Since the outcome - Excite (http;//lrw~i.@xsit~~com!
varies from search engine to search engine, r Good f x searches on broad, general
researchers oke3 find it necessary to use
topics.
severai search engines for the same question . rn Fast access to a small number of relefor either the best or more comprehensive .
vant sites.
results, The larger the index compiled by a Adds kteresting extras iike a simultasearch engine, the more likely the chance of .
neous search of the web, news headfmdir,g obscure material. Spiders or crawlers :
lines, spow scores, and company inforcons+mtlyvisit sites to create catalogs or inmation and groups the relevant results
dexes of web pages that are smhable. Re- .
on a single page.
su1ts are sorted or ranked by relevancy - * If you Bnd a site that is on target, you
based on individd propriemy algorithms.
can click on search for more documents
,
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Lke this one and the search er:gke Eads
more of the same, d t h o . ~it ~doesn't
work well for aE types of queries.
Includes a seraice d e d WewsTracker for
selecting subjects of intenst md receivkg
derts f r m 330 news sources.
Provides a user-friendly travel site for
booking airline resemtions.
A power search capability broadens the
scope of a search.
Boolean smching is available by default on the home page.
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vah~abkfor sezdlirng broad general
topics.
Contains 950,030 sites
'florid Yahoos, i.e., country versions.
Drill Gown through categories or with a
dicli, Cle query originally sent to Yabo
is "piped" or forwarded to a major
search engine. This is espedaily asekl
since Y&co is selective rather than as
$1 eencompassing as the other search
engines n~entionedhere.
Inclusion/exclusion,phrases, wildcards,
title, and URL limiters.

:
.

not found. If you find yonrseIf spendhg too
much me a', one site, move 0s: to the next
search engine. Search resdts often improve
when taking a search elsewhere.

.

305 Dej'aNews and Reference.com are
-

sear& engines for r:ewsgoups or maiiizg
IisG ad c m be used to identi3 experts
who participate in various dismssion
groups, review major trends, or what's being said 33513 a company, product, or topic.
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83e of the best ways @ n f h e sexches is
with power features such as 3dd smrcP&g.
W3ere and how to search d e p d s on . %in Hock expiains tha', "fomnakiy, some
resezch goals and needs. Indeed, whether - v~ebsearch engrles do arovide at least a mdhentay Reid search ~pab%ty,but be'Lo w e the Internet o: a traditioaai database
is often fie fist decision and wi?eCler to m s e of the inmature Eatun oftiie engines,
use a nanovi or broad strategy is acather - tie options z e xither very nnmerous aor
consideration. Fundamentally, it's neces- ~zr;imiarIysophisliczted." AkaVisf dews
s a g to become famiiar with several major .da2, ilide, LXL and IE,gmge searching,
seaxh engines and select t5e riglit one for pks a half-dozen other iields all related to
t5e job. Much Internet research is trial and e<! types of features jnchded on the page,
enor and serendipity, too. Plonethdess, such as image and s o d Nes. HotBot, simisdCedxation is necessary and preparing : lziy, provides date, title, and 3% searching.
for Internet research ir,volves visiting major h addjtion, it Ie% a user search for records
search engine sites to reeiev~how eac? - that contah a sound or video file, search by
wcrk-lss. The more that is known about a page deptiz, by what words are Lxhded in
p;trcdx search engine, thtr hexer prepared hypezext &:h,a d for fire presence of a vathe searcher w4 be to decide wl~ichis ap- riety of scriptzg laguages and plug-21s.
propriate for each request. Ead? sear& en- For a defded diw~ssion~n this subject, see
_@e provides detaiied instr~ctions aboct . ?lock's &ide "How to Do Reid Sexc&g in
basic or simple sexches 8.26 how to use : Web Smch Engises: A Fieid Pip" 5.
more advanced or power searching tediniqnes. Eefore searching, it's important to
plan 5ie sear& by consideriqg unique
words, phrases: acd monyms l'nat descrih send a search to several search engines aE
the tqic. Once a searciz is conducted, a re- at once. Often, oniy a selected number of
view of resdts czn lead to reformtiakg sites from each search engine are identithe sear& whec what you are looking for is - fie6 and t k n incorporated into what are
...:. :.. , , . . . . 2
2: :$ ?s :.;:P

?,

'

seaching wit5 m d , oc or not.
Many search €3-ginesrequire the use ~f
G~-+-+;
n r ~ , l o cas m n d phrases,
S o m sexch enghes a1Iow yon to m a cate a word and pick up variations but
others do not.
Search engines @iaEy do not iook for
micles such as the, (z, eQ., c o n p c Lions such as and, with, or hew$
nsed adjectives.
Saxe sezch engines will not sex& on
cmmon words. 'i-lodiot, for exmple, ignores the search t e r n Iretmef m d web.
A

DejaMim ~ k ~ p : / / w w w , d e j ~ ~ e w ~ami
.e~~~a~
Weferenee,carn hk~p:,;:/ww.~efers%see,carsr! .

iigkl (k~p://w.lil~at&emEjghtm~!

Provides content that encompasses
both the web and Northern ZigW Spccid Collections which are articles thzt
can be purchased from Eore than 5,OOC
publications on a pay-as-you-go basis
for $1.CO to $426 each. Some of these
pubkations are not available from 0ther major comerdaI. vendors.
Advanced, power, a d industry sear&es narrow resnlts by d o ~ ~ r n e nwt e
such as press release or product @e.
Automatically refhes every search by
creating Crrstcs Search Folders with
similar sites by subject, source, or
Enterprise accounts for corporations
and organizatiocs are availabie.
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MetB~t~ h t t p : / ~ w w ~ . % r o t b ~ 9 1 . ~ 0 ~ ~
Provides a veay user-friendly interface
with pull-down nenus.
S a c h resdts appear q.click!y.
Recent changes kitegrate material generated by human editors kto the sewke,
Users can review one-hundred results
at a time, important for p i c k scanniag
when there aue a izge number of hits
that rue worth reviewing.
Boolean searchimg is an option.
Searching by continents can prove usefu.1 for some research.
Hotbot was fne most mrrent search en@e at one time, providing a new bdex
every two weeks i~ the past, although
more recently, it has been criticized for
lack ~f freshness. This is supposed to
be corrected.
Field searching can narrow research.
Stemming is now provided.

Y&oo ~ht~p://www,~akooO6~m~
* A $rectory or a t d o g of web sites,

.gi?
.

w

a
: ., ..,.,
,.,...,., g...

i.......

gines, web directories such as Yahoo or
Magellan, Usenet, and other sources via
@st one query and then returns the
linked res~lts.

blended results from many search engines
3x0 one page. Some well-kovm metasearch
enghes are described below.

Dogpile CCWp: '/rhw~;r,dogpile.eemI
Do'gile mtegrates many search engines
as well as other types of sources and sorts
the results by search engine. Included in
the sezrch are I) Search engines: Ydnoo!,
Lycos' U Z ,Excite Guide, GoTo.com, PlanetSearch. Thnderstone, What U Seek, Magellan, 1-ycos, WebCrawler7 InfoSeek, Excite
and AJtzVista, 2) Usenet,: Reference.com,
Dejanews, ,Qlt?iVista and Dejanews' old database. 3) More than two dozen online
news senricer or other types of sources.
Inch~desa simple and advanced search
and allows Boolean operators.
* DcgpSe is a good way to check to see
whi15?searci? engine works best for a
particulz question.

$ 5 L.:;:
-,,+
,. $~$,f,$j
' &64.{: &.$j2 ~ f : q
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ittteraet S l ~ ~ jhttp://ww,isle~th.~om1
th
h t e i e t Sieuth is a 3,000-strong collec9

tion of specialized online databases,
which can also sirnu!tmeously search up
to six other seardl sites for web pages,
news, and other types of information. It's
excellent for highly specialized searches
of my subjects in its detailed directa~y.
L i r h popdar Xet search engines and allovirs you ';o spec@ categories Iike business, computers, education, sports, etc.

Metasearch engines can be advantageous
for getting a quick overview, but because every search engine differs in how it functions
and because mefasearch engines provide limited results per each search engine, the outcome is incomplete. h addition, some
metasearch engines are rather slow and create another problem, that of duplicates. A
better solution is to consider using intelligent
agents, software programs that search many
search engines at once, similarly to
metasearch engines, but w ~ c add
h other f a tuxes such as automatically finding, analyzing, filtering, and presenting information rapidly. BuBEye, one of the most recent entrants
to the marketplace, offers a trial version for
d o d o a d (http:lMww.inteIliseek.com). As
compared to metasearch engines, one valuable feature is that the user can spec@ the
number of total hits and how many are desired from each search engine. As a result, a
much larger list of hjts is created than when
using metasearch engines on the web. A
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additional heIp with hard-to-find information is Finding Statistics Online by Paula
Berinstein, InJcrmation Today, hc., 1998
(http:llww7v.infotoday.om). Here are some
additional web sites which are useful for
finding inf~nnationnot readiiy available or
indexed by search enghes.
Price's list of Lists iitttg://
gwis2,eive,gwa,edu/'-gpviee/~istoF.litm!

The Internet ccnQins mmy lists of information in the form of rankings of different people, organizations, companies, etc.
This site contains a coilection Coat is designed to be a ciearinghonse for tiiese types
of resources.

Direst Search ~Cm~p:i/gwis,~irz,g~a~~d~~i
-gpriec/Qirect.htm)
This site contains Iinks to resources not
easily searchabie by sexch engines such as
archives 6i libraly catdogs, books, news
sources, and ready reference.

r
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1
6 B&% PLUS defive~l
1 \8: Govsmrner;t Reports

SrietaCra*Ler* ~http:i/ww~.metas~awIer~celli1
* A powerhi metasearch engine that
sezrches s,mrai popdar search engines
and soas the results. It is excellent for
getting a quick hit of what's out there.
Yut ~fyoc diWt see what you want in the
resuits, its b?ited search options make it
tough tQ issue really precise queries.

:

Rvo categories of hard-to-find information are industry statistics and market data. . 1 I % 'fie can deliver documents cited in BMA
pilbikations--plus rrrate:ials frcn other
Often, this informgtion is developed and pro- - 1
psbiib: and private s o ~ ~ c e ~ - a d d r e s s i n g
~ d e dby two distinct types of organiza- : 1
environmantisafety, health care p o k y ,
tions-government agencies or professional 1
iakor!riR, Is?: issues, a n d business and
iegai issues.
: and trade associations. Consider what agen- 1 in LVe
can even watch for ~ p ~ o m i n g
cy or association would typically generate 1
docurnests . . . and send them :o yeu
ProFasiom i6el%p:/iww~.prof~(siif11,c~m! the required inforaation and search for that I
ihc rnomeci they a r s reieased.
Lets yo:.^ select what search engines to : first. For example, when looking for US. : $ a ThaYs w k j BNA PLUS is a trxstad
partner lo fi2:aries; orgzriizations, and
se2.rcb inclu&g AitaVista, Infoseek, population statistics, consult the U.S. Bureau . I
govenment offices ,worid;Nide.
Lycos, Excite, WebCrawler, and others. of the Census at http:llwww.census.gov . I
Filters res~dtsto remove duplicates and since it is the governmental agency respon- 8
brc.ken iinks.
siSIe for compiling rhese sraristics. If you
need market data about restaurants, try the
%avv&arsk ( k t t p : / / ~ w w . s a ~ v ~ s e a r c h h c o ~National
~
Restaurant Association at htcp://
Semher multiple Internet search en- wwv.:estauranr.or!;. A reference book for
,
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Altho.~gl? there is an astounding
amount of free information, professionai
researchers have also seen the cornmerciaiizatisn cf the web during tine past year.
As mentioned previousIy, mazy tradition$
coaxercia1 database vendors who were
available only through did-up telecommunications have Iwnched web pro&~ctsand
new publishers have entered the ~ a r k e t
with unique products. Here are examples
of some of Cie new producers or products
that have come onto the scene:
Eoover's Inc. (hria,:/Pw~~.hoovers.~~)
provides ampany snapshots.
Research Bank Web (iK@LP://w~vi.
inves%xt.com) inckdes three major
database coilecticns-investment research* market research, and trade association research.
Vista Ztnforrmtion Saic5ions @@:I/
v&w..viskinfo.cem)provides i<omtiox
on enviromen-5, property, an6 business-risk irSorrnation on m y property,
business, or adkess in the United States.
XLS @~P://-WKVVX~.C.BX)
cmtains financiai databases wi& inforration %at
can be downloaded as pre-fcrmatted
spreadsheets.
Integra (http:l/~?~~rp~.integrainfo.com)
provides financial ratios based on 9.5
million vivate companies in 908 I n d m
tries in the form of industry proPJes as
a way to benc:imafi against 5namial
information of a specific iompar;,y that
the user aheady knows abos*&so offers a new prodxt cded Prospect ProEer Ciat indndes a range of ImporZirit
p~blishedin dn!ine and DaLdme.
infomation for saies prospeding.
YenP~reOne(h~:/lm~.vent:~rane.com) %e Search Engine Update (izttp://
searchenoine;~~atch.com?
is a free s e
provides a database of venare apitai
co~panies,transactions, and ?ads.

is Alexa ~hq:lim.aiexaxac3m).
it wodcs in
conjxnction wit5 a web browser and resides
as a too1 bar at the bottom of tbe browser.
Kexz prcvides usekl informa2cn abmt C.e
s&s you are visiting 2nd sggests related
sites wit&I'bnks to dick on. This can ixmediateiy add; relevant sites to the search process
as one way to save time cn a sezck An

a

inc. EEir_e6fcrcrd,
&I.
2. ILzssei, h d i a . :19%?) Dialog Aiternatives:
a
Szarch2r checklist. ~ E R ~ C ~ I E R ,

The Macazine f$r Batzbase Proftssicnals,

E ~ z Rs O~~ S C ~3~
I S Lbe Web, SEARCHER,
&&=d information orJy ava&&,ble a
T3e Magazim for Database Fxfessiocds.
subscribers.
,::~IyIAugist1997, pp. 26-2%.
Web Wise Ways {Ii,ttp:IIw3r~~izfots&y.4, ~ s - ~ e ~Sc~eP, Jand
~ C. Lee C;iles. (1998)

lishing business!

introducing w.literarymarketp~ace.cm- tbe most comprehensive online database of book publishers, services.
suppliers, and resources ever made avaiiable on the Web!

"... an excellent use of Web technology
for an established reference source

...

This internet version of Bowker's directory of the pubIisnmg kade provides ease of access not available ii; the
printed counterpart. The directory takes advantage of the
strengths of the Web by including links to Web sites and
cross-references. The latter are particularly useful in
tracing a company's parentkhild organizations and in
locating imprints. Updates are ongoing ... and search
resdts ioad rapidly. 19
-CHOICE (February 1999)

"EXCELLENT WEB SITE! "
- Lisa Anne Madden

LMP Online User

--R.R.304NKER
w&it

Log on to LMP Onfine and the wortd of book publishing is at
your fingertips. With keyword searcning, browsabie indexes,
and power search features that let you key in specific search
criteria, LMP Online makes it easier than ever to track down
anyone or anything in the book publishing industry,
This acclaimed Web Site also includes a iink to International
M P Online (w,~iiteraryma~ketplace.comj
- the premiere
Web guide to book publishing worldwide - which is available by subscripticn with LMP Online or separately.

Take a good look around

- for FREE

Many sections of LMP Online are browsabie free of charge.
You can log on anpime, for example, to iocate services and
suppliers in the book business. Access to the entire BMP
Online database, i~cludingthe detailed publisher iistings,
is available with a iow-cost annual subsc:iption.
Why not stop by no^? If the book business is your business,
this 1s one opportunity you don't want to miss. Log on to
ww.literarymarketp/ace.cor?!~oday,and see how easy
making contact can be!

To get more infcrrnation, visit www.literarymafketplace,com
or call toll-free 1=888-BOWKER2.
121 Chanlon Road New Providence, NJ 07974

of Cahners Business Information

e had it made. A coileag~eacd i were contracted to con&wt an Intercet
work shop for paralegds. We wrote a Rfty-page handact containing
explanations of e-mag, Internet, listservs, md. search engines and
induding over one-hmdred annotated web sites. We prepared a dynamite PowerPoint presentation. We devised games and prizes to keep the arrdience i~volved
and enthused. 'dive were ready. Wen, as my mother a!ways said. to her ckildren, ""Con'tcount
your chickens before they hatch.') She was a W-isewoman.
'vlie arrived at the vmrksho~:site ta fmd workers s~mperingq and down tile scaffolding
that covered the outside of the bugding. The phone line in the assigaed room couldn't handle a live Internet demonstration; we wsited tws hours to get internet access. Federal Express =isplaced om handcxts; inre adjusted; om presentation ungl they appeared. h 8re
alarm sounded two ;?ours into tbe mornkg session: 5ie building was evacbtated. Durkg the
aftercoon session workers accidentaily cxt off the buildcg's water supply; ali restroom and
dricking facilities were closed. The sound system was inadeqrrate; i doubt that over the acophony of harmers and dnlls tF:e taping equipment picked b;rp half of what we said.
The ~irorkshopwas a smcessl Despite ail fie obstacles, atte~deesgsve the session positive evaluatiocs. We had vmriied hard not oniy on the materials and; iSormation. bst dso
on om persocai speaking a d presectation skiils. We were ready-faced with adversity we
used it to our advanlzge. (Mox~ever,after the workshop was over, I knew how Itlulder and
ScuEy feel when they encaxnter pa.ancrmd ~ h e ~ o n ~on
e n"T5e
a X-Files.") 1have read &at
iixblic speaking is more stressful than moving across the county, geti-ing a. di~orce,or cop. %kes
ing with the death of a Ioved one. Effective prrkiic speaking is a developed ~ I e n tthat
practice, practice, and more practice. It is parc trainkg part acting, part aZiPdde, and part
listenilg. Once this skill is iearced, practiced, and polished, it becomes an intega! part sf
your managerid "bag of tricks."
,
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Log onto methodsffnder.org and set to labratoy metfiods- fast!
Methodstmder is the only centrailzed source for methods
information, including thousands of fulltext protocols. The easy-to-use sew&
engine directs you to the most current
protccols from journals, books,
researcher Web sites, commercial
suppliers, and even meeting presentations. Browse and search by type 3F
method, title, subject, disease, or organism. Mefhodsffnder
keeps you pointed to new, better, and more economical ways
to conduct research. So you can focus on your work.

FREE ONE-MO
Try MdodsFinder for a month by ordering one of the
foIfowing four ways. Mention code 1o9M.
to infi&maii.biosis.org
--E-mail
Log onto

www.me~Ocisfinder.org

-Call 1-800-5Z3-4806, press f (USA and Canada),
215-587-4847 (Worldwidej
Fax your request to 215-587-2016

-

-

Biological lab methods at your fingegips.

www.m&hodsf inder.org

Do you reahze that yoil speak in public forums every day? You
attend managerial meetings and present reports. You lead staff metings. Your paaicipate in professional workshops. You conduct online
research trainLig classes. Ysu represent your department at institution-wide meetings. You go to a job interview. You are involved in
comrr:ur iiy activities and speak out on local concerns or preside at
meethgs. Even that telephone conference call you have every month
with all the otaa librarians in your institution is a public speaking
oppomnig. Detailed pre~arationmay not be needed for ail of these
situa11or s, b ~each
t requires clear thinking and clear speaking.
Successful consulting depends on the ability to clearly and confidently presem proposals, discuss plans, and present reports.
Many times I'm asked to respond to or explain something "off the
cuff." it is at these times that public speaking skills prove most
useful. 1'I.ne consultant who cannot artimlately speak about his or
her services, explain how they will benefit a client, and dearly
present project plans isn't successful. The same is true for all information professionals.
With tbat in mind, the LMD Consulting Section sponsored a
session on public speaking at the Indianapolis SLA Annual Conference. Mk assembled a ganel of people who face tlne public on a
regular basis arid asked them to provide practical tips about the
development and maintenance of speaking skills. David Lantz, an
1ndianapo:is businessman and member of Toastmasters International, tilled his presentation "It's not what you say, iir's how you
say it," Toaslnmters International (www.toastnlasters.org) is ar:

urwru.informaliuno~ti~oh.com

organization that provides training far people interested in developing and practicing their public speaking skis.
Lantz commented, "I want to speak to you today about how to
make sure that your audience hears what you say." Citing a study
in the Haward Revim, he pointed out that ninety-three percent of
communication is nonverbal-seven percent words, thirty-eight
percent tonality, and fifty-five percent body language. A speech
starts before you even begin to speak. Lantz suggested that speakers practice the opening and closing of a speech, talk with members
of the audience before speaking, and get to know the type of audience in front of them. He noted that a good way to lose an audience
is to hand out notes that follow exactly what you're going to say
before your make your the presenration.
Lantz offered The S.O.F.T.E.?;. Approach: Practical Pointers for
How You Say It:
1. Smile. You are happy to be here.
2. Open Posture. You are friendly and relaxed and confident.
3. Forward Lean. You are going to say something interesting and
important.
4. Territory. You are alive. Move around, don't just stand behind
the lectern.
5. Eye Contact. You develop a rapport with the audience.
6. Nod Head. You are
as well as speaking to the audience.
When dealing with hecklers, Lantz suggests you remain calm,
listen, and suggest a meeting after the presentation to discuss their
concerns. A speaker should politely listen to persons who try to
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monopolize a question and answer period, ackno~Tledgeiheir
opinions, and draw atten'Lion from them by turning to another
questioner.
Panelist Roger Harvey, an investigative reporter for Indianapolis
TV station WTHR-i 3, shared the skiils he has learned from his experiences as a Ti' reporter. He provided ei@t points to "Winning
Over An Audience":
Know your subject. You should know what yon're talking
about. Aii audience knows if you're not comfortable with a
subject. Even tho~gl?Harvey doesn't w e a script when broadcasting on location, he indicated that he makes notes about the
situation as a guide when orr camera.
Practice, Practice, Practice. Practice makes perfect and gives
you confidence.
Eye to Eye. Eye cormct gets the audience's attention and deveiops a rapport with them.
Humor 'em. A frumorous story or incident breaks the ice and
relaxes ywi and the audience.
Grab 'em. A startling statement, story, or comment gets audience attention.
Move it. Move your speech dong. Be aware of t k w e of sentence structsre you use and the amount of information you
provide.
Visual Aids. Use g q h i c s when necessary, but rrse them wisely.
Go Slow. Did yon forget what you were going to say7 Slow
down. Did you lose your place? Slow down. Are you nervous?
Slow down. Are yo2 suffering from the "urn" or "ern s p drome? Slow d o ~ m . you taiking too fast? Slow down.
Harvey advised nervous speakers to take deep breatils before
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speakkg a sentence and recommended thorough preparation and
practice as an aid in deaiing &i7 unexpezied situations.
Q&e Hart, exemtive director of Enteqxise FrcxlucCs, 3cw Jones
Interacti~~e
P~blisizing,shared her experiences kom a pub'dc speaking
workshop six had azended which was conducted by Dorotizy Samoff,
Smoff, a former 3roadrivay actress
founder of Speech Dyxmics,
is t k autiior or"Nmer Be Np?.:mus4gmh, 3. P O ~ G book
~ ~ I G?ztdetails
step-by-step techniques ts hclp spdaers a m p e r the fear of spealdrg,
cvermme nemnsness, md develop positive v e < d skills.
Has shared several tips she had learned at the workshop:
Prepax ycm materid carefully, pzying particular atZention to
your beginning and ending.
Rehearse your presen&tion.
Pay attention to your personal appearance.
Develop reiaxation exercises as a way to ci4m ymr cewes and
build your c~n8dence.
Be enthusiastic.
Maintain eye contact with "Li?emdience.
Hart stated Cizt Cle worksho;7 heI2ed her assess her speakiag
skills and develop 2 plan to s h a ~ e an d enhance these skiils.
The presentations de~onstratedthe vzhe of the public speaking
tips Th,c?nt~,
Harvey7 and Kart offered. The pandists capcured an2
heZ the zudience's attention, coxbiced h ~ o i o u scornmeEts with
pactkal applications, and were confident a d in command of their
space. The rapport they estabIishe6 with the azdience resuked in a
lil~eiypestion =d answer session.
You can't antidpate the problem ;rc:nqll face when speaking in
p~biic.But the "Lank, t i a x y , Hart Fps" wig mzke you a v&ner:
prepare, breathe dee$y, r a c t i a , practice, practice.,.
8

A recent study confirms that a significant number of
aerospace engineers, managers, and academics rely on
their libraries for access to the AIM periohcals. Take a
moment to check your holdings and make sure your
library can satisfy patron demand.
AIAA periodicals are abstracted or indexed in
Aerospace Database, International Aerospace Abstracts
(IM), Applied Mechanics Reviews, Applied Science and
Technology Index, BMT Abstracts, Bibliographic Index,
Chemical Abstracts, Current Contents, Engineering Index,
Excerpta rMedica,&idex, Geographical Abstracts,
MateriaE Science Citation Index, Mathematical Reviews,
Physics Abstracts, Science Abstracts, Science Citation Index,
ASCA, and SCISE4RCH.
The M A 4 journals consistently rank in the top 10
aerospace journals measured by impact factor.
Aerospace America.
Monthly, Volume 38 in 2000.
ISSN: 0740-722X. $I30 U3,$160 elsewhere.
AIAA Journal. Monthly, Vblume 38 in 2000.
ISSN: 0001-1452. $825 US, $945 elsewhere.
International Aerospace Abstracts.
Monthly, Volume 40 in 2000.
ISSN: 0020-5842. $1,725 US, $2,240 elsewhere.
Journal of Aircraft. Bimonthly, Volume 37 in 2000.
ISSN: 0021-8669. $450 US, $510 elsewhere.
Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics. Bimonthly,
Volume 23 in 2000.
ISSN: 0731-5090. $465 US, $525 elsewhere.
Journal of Propulsion and Power.
Bimonthly, Volume 16 in 2000.
ISSN: 0748-4658. $495 US, $555 elsewhere.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets.
Bimonthly, Volume 37 in 2000.
ISSN: 0022-4650. $425 US, $485 elsewhere.
Journal of Thennophysics and Heat Transfer. Quarterly,
Volume 14 in 2000.
ISSN: 0887-8722. $360 US, $400 elsewhere.

Need: sample issues?
Call A I M customer service at 8001439-2422
or 7031264-7500; Fax 7031264-7457;
or e-mail: custserv@aiaa.org.
Rked to renew or start a subscription?
Contact your subscription agent or AIAA at the
listings above.
Visit the AIM Web site at www.aiaa.org.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500
Reston, VA 20191-4344
8001439-2422
FAX 703J.264-7551
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Two recent a n e n h e n t s to the 1976 Copyrigfit Act relate to the preservation of libmy materials. The existing
Act has two sections that relate tc preservation, IOd(b},
which is a &xpreser~aticnsectim and 1C8(c) which is
a replacemem section for lost, damaged, deteriorating, or
stolen materials. The Di@dI Millennium Copyright Act
amended these two sections making it dear that a libray
could, u d e r ce-rtzin circumstances, use digitai means to
preserve library materials. m e EMCA provisions are a

mixed bag for libraries, howem. R e Sonny Bono Tern
Extension A b added a sew subsection to 108 t&at exFor more i@onnatl'on, pmds the preservation right.
Contact
Section 108(b) permirs a Iibrary to reprodxe one
L w a Gasa14y
copy of an unpublished work for preservation, secmiw,
@ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ u I I c . or
& )deposit
.
for research in another librag. Section ld8($
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permits a iikary to reproduce a pubiished lost, danaged, stoka, or deteriorating work after the Iibrary
makes a reasonable effort to obtain an mused copy at a
fair price. Tize sztute does ~ 3 define
t
$ir price k t the
legislative history does dezii what 3 reasonable investigation migizt e n M . It would require recourse to commody k c o m V.S. trade sources. such as retail bookstores, jobbers, and wholesalers; conGcti2g the copyright holder or author, if known, or using an authorized
document delivery sewice. Both sections thcs required
that Cle woL4 currently be in G2e coliection of tine library
or that it was there but now is lost. Both sections stated
that a library c o ~ l dmake a "facsimile copyi."There was
some disagreement as to whether a digieal copj co&d
qiaaliFy as a f3csimile.
Tk new amendmects expand these rights in a coupie
of ways. First, the iibrxy is no ionger Iimiad to mzking
only one preservation copy of a work. Now i: may make
three copes which complies vjth national microform
standards. Secmd, the word "facsL?ziIenwas omitted; and
third, the sztcite speciffdy ~ermitsthe copy to be a dig1tal one. While these tkee changes broaden t3e rights a
iibrary may have to presem woks, each sec5on also
contah
a new iimitation, If the copy flat is regrodnced
is in digid format. &e work may nof be '"ade avagabie
to the pabIic in <?at format outside the premises of the iibrary." This actHaily narrows the rights.
Prior to 5% amendment, 2 1Zxawy that reproduced a
work under tbese sections could treat the reprocktion
just as it did the srigjcal work :t csnid Iaan it to nsers,
Ioan it through interlibrary baz, and the like. 'Finis zew
restriction means that the w5A cannot be used outside
tile Ebrxy building, which is XG& more restrictive. It
would have beer, better if the staixte had been cir&ed to
say th2t if the wsrk r w e di@ a x ? was available on the
library's network, t k r , it could be used only within tke
premises. A librixy conid create either a phocacopy or a
CD-ROM copy sf a b s t work, which is a digirai copy. TIze
library cod6 treat the pkotocopy as if it were the orighral
and ban it to users for use outside the premises: the CDfP6M copy, how eve^ wo'dd be restricted to in-buiiding
me. This does not make mwh sense kjmany libra$ans.
Section lO8(c) does have an important new zddition

The Choice of ~eseakhersWorldwide.
Save time publishing grants and manuscripts.

e0llecf references from online and
Web databases.
Organize your references easily.

Create bibliographies in one step.
Share references on a network or
on the Internet.

LL

@
Research Information Systems
Phone: 800.722.1227 or 760.438.5526
Fax: 760.438.5266 E-Mail: sales@risinc.com
You have our 30-day moncy-back guarantee!

dealing with obsolete formats. In addition to lost, damaged, stolen,
or deteriorating works, the amendment added "or if the format in
which the vaorll is stored has become obsolete," The library must
still make a reasonabie effort to determine whether an unused replacement cari 5e found at a fair price. The amendment then details
when a format xay be considered obsolete, "if the machine or device ntxessay to render perceptible a work stored in that formzt is
no longer manufactured or is no longer reasonably available in the
ccmme~rciaImarketplace." This is a great help to libraries th;rt are
dealing with deteriorating 78 rpm recordings, Beta format tapes,
and the like. T h s , if tbe equipment is still prodxed but is extxmely expensive, a library might determine that it is no longer
reasonably zvailabie i ~Cye
. commercial marketplace.
The Term Extension Act added a new section to the Act, a new
108(h) a.nd renumbered tiie old jh) to (i). This section permits a
libray o:r a aor~profiteducational institution, during the last twecty years of a published work's term, to reproduce, distribute, display, or perform in either facsimile or digital form, a copy of a
work for purposes of preservation, scholarship, or research. In orOer to 60 thk, however, the library must by reasonable investigation determine that none of these factors exisl: (1) The work is

: subject to normal commercial expectation. (2) A copy can be ob.
'

.

:
-

.
.

,

-

:
.
.
'

-

:
.
.

tained at a reasonable price. (3) The copyright owner provides notice pursuant to the Register of Copyright Regulation that neither
of the above conditions apply. Further, the exemption provided by
this subsection does not apply to any subsequent by users other
than the library.
This final subsection is of very limited value to a library. It is
likely that the only libraries which will take advantage of this
subsection are large academic research libraries. At this point,
the work is already at least fifty years old and probably much
older, depending on how long the author lives after producing
the work. Then the last restriction that the exemption does not
apply to any subsequent users. What does this mean? Does it
mean that library users cannot use the work so preserved? Surely not. Does it mean that the library can make the digital copy
available on the World Wide Web? Who knows? It should so provide since the library will have already verified that the work is
not subject to commercial exploitation.
Libraries and archives are grateful for the expansions of the
preservation sections of the Act. The new limitations, however, may
make those sections unworkable for many libraries.
8
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The finai year of the rniennkim is shaping up to be a
great one for the Special Liharies Association. We've aiready had ar: extrexely productive Winter Conference in
January. In Febxary, we embarkd on a new path in professional .levelopment with our first European conference. Last month, om Videoconfere~ceon licensing of
electronic resources was a huge success. And here we are
in Aprii, zr:d speciai li'~:ari~stake center stage With International Special Librarians Gay occurring on the 15C?!

Red right iato this annlz2 effort to promote Cqe profession is a nice vend we've been noticing in many
magazines and journals. Reporters are starting to make
tF:e connection betweer: your profession and orgar:izational needs to manage Cqe "firehose of information."
Again, since jan~ary. many mainstream p'ablications
around t3e worid have begin to report on t3e many
conpanies, universities, a ~ government
d
agencies that
are coordinating their knovdedge management activities
through "knowledge n;magersV - what we call "information professionals." 1%. Magazine, A1cs@a(ilanRnangal Rcn'm, Working Womm, Fimncia? Zmes, Se~rcher
Haguzine and &fer@cti.~eWeek are just a few of Qe
media sources that are tru;qe"Lig your vahe for yca!
§LA wsrked with many of these pxbiimtisns. directing
then; to members iike you and providing quotes and
other infornation when needed. ~ o o kfor more great arsides ia the coming months, and k t us kmw if you And
something interesting. in tod;iji's world, it is (I.& p o s B
5ie that we might not see something before you do. Give
us a ca11 if that sappens.

C&-abaj,cjpaisiaticn &ex in the 3,s.
J

H.R. 354, a rei~~canation
of last year's 'Tollectkm of
Information An5-Pi-Piraq Act," has been ir;tro&~cedin the
U.S. House sf Representat-ives. It is vifiidly the same
bili, with some adjustments made in c; meager attempt to
siience C?e library community's opposition to the biil. SLA
and the rest of the U.S.l i b r q associkations have been
wcrkiing on alternative iegjslatisn, and wiil soon be attempting to find a legisiator eo sponsor it. To 'okw X.R.
354, go tLQ the Library of Congress iegslative search engire at thomas.loc.gov.
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For more iflormation,
contact
John 9osbj
(john-c@slamg),

This is your oppomnity to show your colleagues, ciients,
and/or senior mnagement how vahable you can 5e to
their daZy work Ihes.
We here at SLA headquarters have prepxed a great
promotionai kit for you t~ use in promoting your prese m within your organization. Although supplies are
xnning low?we'll be h q p y to kifii your requests fgr the
kit right ui: untii Aprii 15th. Take time now to find ont
mare by visiting the public reiations section of the S M
web site at m.sla.srg/prdisldwebbfrtmnI.

:
.

~

Pardon us for C?e double-take or, this one, but we
thought this issue was dead back in 1996. The Viorld
InteUec?~alProperty Qrganiza5csn (WlPD), in its nowfarnoas copyight treaty, had initially proposed a. ban on
storing temporary copies $om Internes browsing in a
con;puter's MA.
Sanehow, %A and the rest of the
world Iibrary ccmmunity broug3izt the negotiators to
their senses ba& 5ien. Mow, it seems Slat someone has
intenseiy iobbied the P~ropeanPalrlianent to do the
same. Someone needs to expIah to these folks how a
computer works!
8

\(otr're a corpornte librarian.
Obviously, you're in it for the glory.

You're a ? unsung hero. Working behind the scenes to make your organization a sbccess. But you deserve a little recognition, too. How do you get it? By using Northern Light as your first search option so yoti can de!iver better information
faster and under budget. We combine a free, intuitively organized web search with a truly affordabie, proprietary Speciai
Coliecticn'" of over 5,000 authoritative journals, trade pubikations, databases and newswires. Cali us a t 890-419-4222
or simpiy log on at w.nisearch.com. Get more search power for less. Meet deadlines and budgets. Let the limelight shine.

DhersiQjnq- Revenue
The Special Li'iraries Association is a 502 jc)3 orgzgzation, which means that it is a tax-exempt or,aaniztion
engaged in activities that serve the community. Like a
college or museum, it is able to enhance its revenue
though contributions,and thus subsidize participation in
its activities, and hold down cosrs to those who benefit
the most from its program. The Rind Development department exists te develop iaitiatives that w% diversify
sources of revenue, md enable SM to expand its outreach to the membership.
The Fund Development department seeks to create attractive partnerships between corporations and S U that
allow businesses the opportunity to demonsmix their h&rest in and commitment to the information profession.
Many of the activities at the baud CorJerence, as well
as research and educational initiatives throughout &e
year, are sponsored by oyrporations. in addition, there are
a number of corporate donors to the President's Circle of
the . 4 n n d Campaign, and severd undenvrlters of services such as our web site and publications. Tfiese sponsorships benefit fnese businesses by improving their @sib%$ and relationships with our membership, and they benefit our members by allowixg us to offer more programs
free, or at nominal fees.
Members can ako enhance services by antributing ts
the Annual Campaign. It is our hope that those who have
demonstrated a deeper commitment to the profession,
and achieved some degree of professional success, will
invest in the future of infomation services by contributing trr the Annual Qmpaign. The rapid advances in Warmation GechnoIogy will continue for the foreseeable fature, and members of S U will play a pivotal role in a n fronting the challenges m d oppomnities of the Know&
edge Age. But we must continue to research applications
to twenty-first century information resource cente:s, and
to apply it to our program in professional deveiopmerrt,
The support of the members wiIl became increasingly impoatznt as Fund Development grows.
The Annual Campaign is not tiqe only opportunity
for members to contribute to the future. The Fund Development of5ce also has a program that helps members find the right way of bequeathing substantial
for more in~"omatiori, sums to SLA, such as whole life policies and various
tmst arrangements. Although the Legacy Club progr&%
cont@ct
8etSydime
is st% in its infancy, quite a few of the leaders of Y B
(betsy@sla.~rgl, have already stepped forward to aannge their affairs in

a way favorable to the hterests of the L.Ir'omation profession. We hope that kcreasiig infomeion about Lie
Legacy Club will emurzge further peicipation.
As Pund Development actiiilies expmd, we h ~ p eto
develop pnerships in the foandation world that eeable SISn D reach out to the larger a n m m i t y and improve the mders'andig of issses h the production arrd
dissemination of ZPJormation. We also hope to reach out
to &lee in Gle assocktkxz co~munity;which is in z
unique posltion to increase the awareness of the vake
of special libraries among diverse p~ofessionzls. '%he
evolving environment C9at 4s challenging a s is a s c u m
of concern for m z y pmfessions, znd we are in a position to ease the transition, and help tc expedite h e qplication of the new tedwciogy and content- resources
in a v&ety of situations.
There has been a startling expansion of fund develop
dl be pieased
mect revenues in the paw y w , and we
that staff is parsuing aggressive strategies of growtiz.
To impress upon you the value of sponsorships, let me
mention some of h e activities that are unde~miaenby
our corporate partners: State of the At Institute; the SLA
web site; .various Am& Conference activities, such as
the keynote speaker, registration, the Internet room, educational tracks, a d the linowkdge Exeative instiat&;
the SLW expmsion of the EX; the Mediterrane= Conference; schdarship funds; a d Vdhte: Meeting ac'ceities.
Our corporate pmners understad that the members
of SLA are not only a goup of -gotenti& customers. brat
are a m s g the key people who w2l shape the %are of
i n f ~ ~ m t i ccoliection,
n
coUation. and dissemination. D:at
is why we errjoy substantial suppoxt from wch irldustry
leaders as Dialog, Disciosure, Cow Jones. Dun a d Bradstreet, EBSCQ, Elsevie% Fhiancid Lnformatiola Services,
EEXS-NEXE, Thomson Fmaccial SerAces, and West
Group to m x e only a few* Xiat is why om overseas
membership is expanding, ad we are attemptkg to
rezch out with progmm that vriil truly make us an international organization. ar;, emergkg order that ~epends
or, timely
relevant kJormation, information profession& are the ones upor, whom leaders in government,
industry, education, science, and the professions vsili inaeasingly rely. They dare not shirk the duty to be preSLB provides the Sest oppom~itytc zpgrade
pared,
profession& skills and fmd cut what iies over the hogzon. 6.a sponsors help z;s rn aciiieve those goals.
%
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inks to Full Text
from SiloerPlatter

Access electronic journal articles with ease and convenience right at your desktop!
,Filr:er[,iwkerTZ''
gives researchers the power to navigate seamlessly
from bibliographic records to full text articles via:
zks to electronic full-text articles
Links to local holdings information
$PC Links to preferred
document delivery suppliers
W Links to local electronic collections

R e d .rime Desktop .4ccw.ii
For Reswwchers
With a single search statement, you can view the
bibliographic record and link to the full text of
the article - not just to the journal or its table of
contents - while sitting at your desk. Or simply
click to see if your library holds the journal: or to
have the document delivered.

Link *:e!b Pre

Rewm-ch Content

The $ S ! % 8 i ~ % " 4 J & d k
database contains over 300,000
links to a growing list of services and more than
1,500 eiectronic journals. Links are dynamically
created a l ~ dupdated each time you search.
Si$s/ca-l.$~~Re~.
technology combines the ease of
use, control and integration of local systems with
direct access to remote information without
incurring duplicate journal subscription fees.
Journals a n 3 links are added daily for the .most up-to-date list of
publishers, subscription agents
and jou.mals available through
Sa"fse~3;ink~:~>~
visit our website:
www.silverp1atter.corn
River Ridge Drive, Norwood, MA 02062
Tel: 800-343-0064 / Fax: 781-769-8763/ E-Mail: info@silverplatter.com
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It may seem quaint t o be discussing content
over bandwith or baud rates, b u t t h e next
time you have t o verify 10 ISSNs f o r an ILL
request

. . . check

on copyright compliance

f o r a downloaded article you wish t o distribute

. . . or

determine which document

delivery services cover a recently cancelled
journol,

your operating system won't

he

much help. For these and t h e myriad other
questions

you're

confronted

with, there's just one answer,
in print, on CDROM, and online, the Ufriclt's

Available

database represents t h e
information foundation you
need t o frame a viabfe serials
agenda i n the new digitaf environment.

.-
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During the past two years, web content
has expanded enormously. As the Internet
erupted, search engines, metasearch engines, and intelligent agents with vaineadded features came on the scene and gradually began to refine their offerings, txrning
information re2ieval Into a more organized
process than ever before. This incredible
growth has made the Internet the major research tool of the late twentieth century-although not without some serious shortcomings. Unfortunately, much time czn be
spect-and wasted-when searching without knowing the cricks of the trade. As a resdt, a challenge for library and infomation
professionals is to iearn new skms and incorporate them into their daily activities.

k u COWS de ces deux dmidres znnCes, ie
ccntenu du Web a onsidirabIement augmente. AIors qx'lnternet faisait irmption, des
moteurs de recherche i vdeur ajoutke faisaent Ieur appaiition et cozmenpien: Feu B
peu a parfaire ce qu'% offraient, transformant
et rendar,:, ie processus de ia recherche
&informations p l ~ snethodique qae jamis.
CeEe croissa~cehouie a fait &Internet Ie premier out2 de recherile de ia fin du vin@kme
sikcle. mdgrC ceraines grzves imperfections.
Malheureusement, iI est poss&le de passer et de gaspiIIer - beauco7up de temps a fake des
recherches sans ccnnaitre les ficeiles du metier. En consi.quence, les bibiiothkaires et ies
professionnds de i'information doP<entreiever
le def? d'acquerir de nouveaux talents et les
incorporer &ns lenrs activitCs ZJjour Ie jozr.

En Ios ~iltimosdos ~ l o s d, contenido dei
weh se ha extendido enomexem. A medida
que estdaba el Internet, m8quinas de
biisqueda con caracterissicas de vdores a3adidos se daban a conocer y padatinarenip, empezaron a re&:ar lo que ofredan, convirtiendo
!a recuperaci6n de hfomaciisn en un grcceso
mPs orgznizadc que nunca. Este bcremectc
internet en el i~sminaeible h s convertido ZI
mento de investigacibn de mkximo inter& en
la ultima parte d d sigh vekte-aunque no sir,
algunas defkiencias serias. Desafortxnadamen~e,ECO puede p a w * y perder, macho
tiempo mando basca siz saber b s tra;quitos
que se pueden c s z . Por consi~iente,aprender naevas haXEdades e i~corporz~as
en sus
a&eidades diarias es ~mdesafic para grcfesiondes de bi~liatecase Inforn~ci5n.

Faire 6es causeries avec ?anache
par Mary K, Dzutinko

Effective public speaking is a devebped
talent that takes practice, practice, and mcre
practice. !t is part training, p a - acting, part attitude, and part listening. Once this s k i is
learned, practiced, and polished, it becomes an
htegrai pan of your managerial "bag of
tricks." S.lrccessFlr1 consulting also depends
on the abiliy to clearly and confidently
present proposals, discuss plans, and present
reports. The consuitant who mnot articuiateIy speak about his or her services, explain
how they will benefit a client, and clearly
present project plans isn't success~l. Tile
same is true for all infomation professionds.

The theme of me 1998 Minneapolis Annua! Conference both anticipates and celebrates
the information professional's new roles as
leaders of the infomation E~ture,Join your
coDeagues from all over the world in Minneapolis to learn, explore, dream, and plan for a
future thatis now yours to claim and shape.
Attend the I999 Minneapolis
Gcnference and celebrate. You are the new knowiedge leaders for tkie next miiienniu~.join
with others to embrace your new future!

por Mary K. Drurinkca

Le taient d'un arateur efficace est un talent
acquis qui edge a n entrainement perpC%el.
Cart de parler en public est en partie formation, en partie thd%re, en partie attitude et en
patie savoi. Ccoute:. t'ne fois ce tdent acquis,
exerce et poli, 2 devient partie htegrale de sa
u collection de m c s x de gestion. Pour consemer wec succds, 5 fmt alrssi prksenter Ies
propositions, discuter des plans et presenter
ies rapports clairement .t sur un ten c0r:vaincu. Le consultant qui est incapable de paler
avec aisance de ses se-wices, d1exp!iquer comment ceux-ci profiteront au client et de
presenter clairement ies plans d'un projet fait
fiasco. %la s'appiique Cgalement itous k s
pofessionnds de i'inforna'lon.

.
Les .if-aaers
Cu monde des
~ ~ ; n ~ a i s s a x e s ie n=Gvgau
mijJ$!najce : L e ;r&eu,rs & i'ai/enj:
ce r'infcrmation
Le thike du congrks annuel de 1999 B
Minneapoiis anticipe et c52bre i!a fois les
nouveaux r8es des professionnds de
:'information en tan: que leaders de l'avenir
de ?information. Rejoignez vos coD@es &I
monde entier a i%nneqoIis pour !ppre?dre,
explorer, rker et planifier un avenir qu'd ne
s revendiquer et de fapncer,
tien' qu'a v v ~ Be
Assistez ZJ congrks annuel Be 1999 2 Mimeapolis et cdI6brez. Voas Etes ies nouvewx
leaders du monde des connaissances pol;: ie
ncwesu dlenaire. joignez-vous sux axtres
pour embrasser vo'lre nowel zvenir.

Rocuncizl: disc~rsos$ e m a1 p6blico eEcazmente es un 'dento desxroDado que hay
qne practicar, practicar, y practkc. Es pa&
entrenamiento, pace a m c i b n , y parte e s m
char. Una vez que se aprende, se practia, y
se cultivr;, es& habilidad, se convierte en cna
parte ,FLicdmentzll del "roll0 complets" adm&
istrativo. La consuita exitosa ~l;k?rbbien depende en la hab%dad de presectar propnes&s,
analizar proyectos, y presenrzr irformes, El
asesor que no p e d e comnicx zctivamente
sobre sus sewicios, e x p k x como vm a beneEciar a un clier;.te, y ciaamecte presentx b s
an$lsis de los proyeCos, no tiene t5xito. Lo
mismo es verdad para todos b s grofesiondes
de la infomaci6n.

qQi Co.riferer:ria Ag2a.i & Si;i

l-iaerej en con,zcjpjento sarz ei
;?ce\:c mji2ni~:c f e a d ~ p dei
s :'i:t;r~
.,
de {a informacjbp
.

#

.

El tema de iz Cmferenciz Amdi de 1999
en _Weapoiis a ~ b e santicipa y ceiebrz 10s
nuevos papeks de b s profesionaies de la informaci6n am lideres dd b~hrrode informacibn. Rericase a n sus d e g a s dei xundo
enter0 en Minneapoiis para aprender, explorx,
so5a1, y yhificw p z a un flitao c;ue actt;.almente es s.~yoparz reclxmr y ,Fc:mar. Ask%
a b Conferen& h u a l de 1999 en Minneapc2s y divikrtase. Ustedes sor, 10s Iideres en
ccnociaiente pai2 d pr6ximo milenio,
nsse con otros para 8barcar 311.nuevo future!

Denver Pos:

S m Antonio Express-News

S-se

St. Petersburg limes

Hanfard Courant

Nashville Tennessean

St. Louis Fast-Dispatch.

R i c h m d rimesDispatch

Reed

Ba!timore Scn

Oklahoma City Oklahomar.

Toi&o Blacie

Post-Standxd/Henld-Journal

Denver Rocky Mountzin News

Los Angels Daily News

A-xron Beacon Journal

S m Jose Merculy News

St. &ul Pioneer Press

G r a d Rapids Press

Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel

Seattle Post-lnielligencer

Chicago DaSy Heraid (Ariingtw Heights)

Saerzmento Bee

Cincinnati Enquirer

Salt hire City Trijune

Boston Herald

Ausrin-Ams5can Statesman

Allentown Morning Cail

Kmsas City Star

,
R d x s z r Demrnat & ~ . i c i elim-Vdm

Wilrningtctcn News Iournai (cornins soen)

Bu3do Xews

Philzdedelpha Daily News

Tacoma News Tribune

New Orleans Tim-Picayune

Memphis Commercial Appeal

Columbia State

Oriando Sentinel

Florida Xmes-Union

San F m c i s w Examiner

M i ! News

Arkansas Demonat-Gazette

Spokane Spokesman-Review

Cohmbus Dispatch

Providence Journal-Bulletin

ICnoxuilIe News-Sentinel

Piniburgh Post-Gazette, Snn-Telegraph

Des ~UoinesRegist-

Alhuq-xrqueJoumai

For? Lauderdaie Sun-Sentinel

Riverside Press-Enterprise

Lexington Herald-leader

Chvlotte Observw

Tulsa WorM

Worcster Telegrmn & Gazewe

Ir.vcs!or's Business Daily

Palm Beach Post (corning soon)

Charleston Post &Courier (corning soon)

FORWorih Star Teiegr;irn

Dzytcn Daily News

Madison State Jcurnal, Capital X m s

Looisville Courier-Jounal

Las V w Review-Jmal

Jackson Ciarim-Ledger

Tampa Tribune

A s b q P& Press

Long Beach Press-Telegram

Seatrle Times

Raleigh News &Ohserver

Hono:nlu A d v d s e ~[carniag soon)

Omaha World-Henid

Fresno Bee

Roanc'ie 'Iimes &World News

Indianapolis Star

Birmingham ?Jews

Washizgton Times

Dow lones Interndive has more of the
top zoo newspapers than any other online service.
In fact, Dow Jones Interactive" Es the only online service that offers:

-

* 96 of the top loo U.S. newspapers-78 in full text
50 of the top 50 U.S. newspapers--# in full text

92% of the Fortune 1 0 ~ ' hometown
s
newspapers

Searching across the full archive at one time
Pius, you can access aEl of this rich content from an incredibly flexible interface that's simple enough
for everyday business research, yet powerful enough for even the most sophisticated searching.
Put Dow Jones Interactive to work for your company. Take a free tour or register online at
trttp://djinteractive.com or call I-Sao-369-7466 ext.4143 for more information.

Dow lones Interactives
.............. .......

. . . ..... . . ..... . . ... ..

http://djinterattive.corn

urwm.informationoutlook.com
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CONSULT Online /
I

is now avaiiabie o n the SLA website at h"rtip:// 1

for SW members this is a free way to advertise your sewices. Complete3 the I
CONSUtT Online entry form at http:/lwww,issinet~~mBsIdconsu~~~~er~~htm
is free and is available to anyone intereded in locating a I
on a commercial basis! with such areas as library i
es, and expertise in subject specific areas.
is theonline version of theCONSULT database, formerly
a directory af %$La members who are iibrary consukn%,
If you have any queries contact John Latham (iohn@sla.org) or Colleen Kdler
(colleen@sla.o~g)on 1-282--234-*3.4UU,ext 639 or 65 1.
.........................................................................................................

most comprehensive
ence resource
You need the right data.
In today's fast paced world, don't let a mountain of
data slow yon down. Cut through to the right data
with the precision search features of LEXISa-NEXIS'.
Through both its Web-based solutions and Y2K
compliant software, LEXIS-NEXIS offers tools to
help you pinpoint important inforaation quickiy
and efficiently-giving

you more time to focus on

sharpening your competitive edge.

need reliable infomation.

25 years of experience as an
rmation industry leader-acquires data only from
-qnality sources. Plus, our fast, reiiable search
engine makes our sewices available 99.9% of the time.
IS-NEXIS-with

You need unconditional support.
LEXIS-NEXIS features a premier Customer Service
team 24 hours a day, 7 days 2 week. And, should you
need comprehensive, in-depth support, we offer the
Information Professional Consultant Team.
Want to know more? Contact your LEXIS-NEXIS
account representative,

31.caii

LEXIS-NEXIS at

1-800-227-4908. We're eager to show you how we
can exceed your expectations.

LEXlS and NEXIS are registered tracenarks a d &e iNFORh/:AXON
ARMY logo IS a trademaik oi Reed Elsevier Properties Inc.,
nsed under liceme. 01999 LEXIS-=XIS,
a division of
@G?zq
Reed Eisevier inc. .4!i rights reserved.

Your eslkagues awe always twne
ritieal information nee

to take them

imagine if every perscr: o r d e p a u t m e x
w::hir! yoc:r company couid h a w t k i r
o w n site c n t h e c o r p o r a t e i c t r a n e t
precisely taiiored t o ?heir needs. ?:on
there, t h e y couid conduct searc9es d e j i g ~ e da n d customized by yoc: - t h a t
wine t h e vast informaticr: cciiection of
T h n 3 i a i o g C c ~ p o r a t i o nd~e l i v e r i n g
t a r g e t e d , t i m e l y resuits. i l s e r i c o u i d
;ink d i r e c t i y t c a c ~ s t o m i z e dlist of
c z r r e n t h c t ~ o p i c sir, r h e i r a r e a of
inifrest a n d b e k e p t a b r e a s t of cruciai
breaking n e w s as it ~ a p p e n s .
Tke { n t r a n e t TuoiKit offers a fiexible
e n v i r o w n e n t t h a t will aiiow you t o f!ex
y c u r k n o w l e d ~ ea n d sgiii t o create t h e
best possibie service f o r your clients.
There a r e n o couilciarier. The ~ c t e n t l a !
is j j m i ~ j ~ ~ j i

